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General Introduction Over the course of the past twenty years, globalization and the integration of financial systems have led to an increased complexity in financial markets. Living in such a globalized market-economy requires individuals and households to be equipped with a certain set of knowledge and skills to make well-informed and thoughtful decisions. In developing economies, the integration of financial systems has led to financial inclusion of populations that have little experience with the complexity of formal financial products. Many fear that these developments may outpace the capacity of individuals and households to make informed financial choices (cf. Bruhn et al 2016, p.256). Unfortunately, evidence from an abundance of survey-data seems to suggest that individuals may indeed lack the financial literacy necessary to deal with these complexities (cf. Lusardi and Mitchell 2014). Thus, policymakers have embraced financial education programs as an antidote to the increasing complexity of consumers’ financial decisions in both developed and developing countries (cf. Fernandes et al. 2014). Such policies are seen to be crucial not only to improving individual and household welfare, but achieving greater stability of the financial system (cf. Carpena et al. 2015). Despite the desired benefits of greater financial education, the empirical evidence supporting such presumptions appears to be very limited. While a correlation between higher financial literacy and better financial behaviors has been observed in many empirical studies (see Hastings et al. (2013) and Lusardi and Mitchell (2014) for reviews), credible evidence for a causal impact of financial education programs on financial literacy and behavior appears much more muted. Narrative literature reviews are generally inconclusive, either emphasizing the effectiveness of financial education policies (e.g., Fox et al. 2005; Lusardi and Mitchell 2014) or emphasizing the opposite (e.g. Willis 2011). Further, two meta-analyses of the literature do not converge in their findings: Fernandes et al. (2014) summarize overall zero-effects of financial education, whereas Miller et al. (2015) show that education can be effective in targeting specific financial behaviors. Fortunately, the recent years have seen a steep increase in rigorous evidence generated through randomized controlled trials. Thus, this dissertation seeks to add empirical evidence to the literature in two ways: Part I of the dissertation tries to advance the understanding of the causal effects of financial education. Thus, it makes two contributions to the economic literature on financial education by combining a quantitative review of the experimental evidence of financial education with a large-scale randomized field experiment in rural Uganda. The first paper is titled “Does financial education impact financial behavior, and if so, when?” and is joint work with Lukas Menkhoff. We synthesize the large body of experimental work on financial education in a recent and comprehensive meta-analysis. While we worked on the manuscript and the research idea together, coding of the numerous studies and data analysis was my responsibility. The paper has been published as DIW Discussion 1



Paper No. 1562 and has recently been resubmitted to the World Bank Economic Review after a minor revision. The second paper is titled “Experimental evidence on the causal effects of financial education among small-scale retailers in rural Uganda”. In this paper, I study the differential causal effects of two variants of a financial education program offered to small-scale retailers in rural Western Uganda. Thus, this paper adds new evidence to the body of work concerned with causal impacts of these types of policies. This manuscript has been written in single-authorship, and I have been in charge of the experimental design, field activities, data-collection, and data analysis. Part II of the dissertation is titled “Research on economic and social science education” and seeks to contribute to the discourse in the field of research on economic and social science education. While similar research questions are relevant in this field, the discourse is different from the discourse in economics (cf. Kaiser and Lutter 2015). As an applied science, research on economic and social science education is mostly interested in studying the determinants and outcomes of teaching and learning in economics and the social sciences. In economic research, the focus lies primarily on a relatively narrow definition of consumer financial literacy. In the field of social sciences education, more inclusive concepts of economic and civic literacy are advocated and understood to incorporate elements of financial literacy (see Remmele and Seeber (2012) and Davies (2015) for articles on the conceptual and normative foundations of integrative concepts that combine financial, economic and social education). While the contributions in part I of the dissertation are also relevant to the current discourse on impact evaluation in this type of educational research, the main discourse in the discipline is still related to understanding the foundations of teaching and learning in the domains of economics and social sciences. Thus, the third paper “Financial knowledge among future economics teachers: Results from a recent survey” explores the determinants of financial knowledge among a sample of prospective economics teachers in Germany. This paper is joint work with Vera Kirchner, who has been in charge of data-collection and contributed the review of evidence on teacher professionalism to the manuscript. I have been responsible for dataanalysis and writing of the empirical sections of the manuscript. The paper has been published in Zeitschrift für Berufs- und Wirtschaftspädagogik. Finally, the fourth paper is titled “Student conceptions of regulatory policy issues – Results from a phenomenographic study” and has been published in Journal for Didactics of Social Sciences (ZDG). This is joint work with Franziska Birke and Andreas Lutter. I have been responsible for the qualitative research design, conducting the interviews, and initial analyses of the qualitative data. Final interpretations and the manuscript are joint work of all authors.
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Part I: Causal effects of financial education
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(i) Does financial education impact financial behavior, and if so, when? Tim Kaiser and Lukas Menkhoff⇤ DIW Discussion Paper No. 1562.



Abstract In a meta-analysis of 126 impact evaluation studies, we find that financial education significantly impacts financial behavior and, to an even larger extent, financial literacy. These results also hold for the subsample of randomized experiments (RCTs). However, intervention impacts are highly heterogeneous: Financial education is less effective for lowincome clients as well as in low and lower-middle income economies. Specific behaviors, such as the handling of debt, are more difficult to influence and mandatory financial education generally appears to be less effective. Thus, intervention success depends crucially on increasing education intensity and offering financial education at a “teachable moment.” JEL-Classification: D 14 (personal finance), I 21 (analysis of education) Keywords: Financial education, financial literacy, financial behavior, meta-analysis, metaregression, impact evaluation February 04, 2017
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Does financial education impact financial behavior, and if so, when?



1



Introduction The financial behavior of consumers and small-scale entrepreneurs is receiving



increased interest. Evidence suggests a remarkable incidence of suboptimal individual financial decisions, despite the fact that these decisions are highly relevant for individual welfare. The most prominent case of such an important financial decision in advanced economies is the amount and kind of retirement savings (cf. Duflo and Saez 2003). Studies show that under-saving is prevalent in many advanced economies and that households tend to save in inefficient ways, indicating that many may be unable to cope with the increasingly complex financial markets (e.g., Lusardi and Mitchell 2007; Choi et al. 2011, Behrman et al. 2012; van Rooij et al. 2012). This kind of behavior also stretches across other areas, including portfolio composition (Campbell 2006; Choi et al. 2010; Bucher-Koenen and Ziegelmeyer 2014; von Gaudecker 2015), excessive and overly expensive borrowing (Stango and Zinman 2009; Gathergood 2012; Agarwal and Mazumder 2013; Gerardi et al. 2013; Zinman 2015), as well as participation in financial markets in general (van Rooij et al. 2011). Related problems arise in developing countries, often with even more serious consequences as people are exposed to heavy shocks without having sufficient insurance or mitigation instruments (e.g., Cole et al. 2011; Drexler et al. 2014; Gibson et al. 2014; Sayinzoga et al. 2016). All this strongly motivates providing financial education to foster financial behavior. In surprising contrast to this obvious motivation for financial education stands the lack of compelling evidence that providing financial education is an effective policy for targeting individual financial behavior (Hastings et al. 2013; Zinman 2015). Narrative literature reviews are inconclusive, either emphasizing the effectiveness of education measures (e.g., Fox et al. 2005; Lusardi and Mitchell 2014) or emphasizing the opposite (e.g. Willis 2011). Further, the two available systematic reviews of this issue, both applying a meta-analysis approach, do not converge in their findings: Fernandes et al. (2014) summarize overall unreliable effects of financial education, whereas Miller et al. (2015) show that education can be effective in targeting specific financial behaviors. Given this inconclusive evidence on a most important issue, what 6



can we learn in order to explain the heterogeneity in findings and to make financial education more effective? Our main contribution is analyzing the heterogeneity around a small positive average treatment-effect of financial education. Thus, we go beyond the extant literature and systematically code the circumstances of financial education for our meta-analysis. This allows us to examine the determinants of a positive impact of education. Another unique characteristic of our analysis is the focus on both objectives of financial education, i.e. improvements in financial behavior and in financial literacy. Hence, we investigate the role of financial literacy for financial behavior in a unified setting. Finally, our study benefits from a rapidly rising field, as indicated by the increased number of citations of publications using the keyword “financial literacy” (see Figure A1 in Appendix A). Beyond the number of studies, the quality is also improving due to rigorous impact evaluation methods, which allow for a more precise estimation of treatment effects. We follow the established procedures for the meta-analysis approach (e.g. Lipsey and Wilson 2001). This means that we describe how we searched for relevant studies and how we chose selected studies to avoid biases. The result is a sample of 126 studies reporting 539 effects of financial education on financial literacy and financial behaviors of individuals. Studies exclusively targeting entrepreneurs and measuring business outcomes are omitted by design. We only consider studies reporting about interventions, such as trainings and counseling efforts. Thus, we focus strictly on exogenous variation in financial education and neglect works exclusively analyzing the possible impact of cross-sectional (baseline) differences in financial literacy on financial behavior. Finally, we carefully code interventions as we examine in detail how financial education was delivered to the target groups. The main finding of our meta-analysis is that financial education does indeed impact financial behavior in the intended way. However, the way financial education is provided is crucial because its unconditional effectiveness is small. The average impact of financial education on all reported outcomes, i.e. the average effect size, is 0.15; the impact on financial behavior is, at 0.09, even smaller. These effects are statistically highly significant and robust, but they are clearly below the threshold value of 0.20 that characterizes ‘small’ statistical effect sizes (see Cohen 1977). Thus, it seems important to learn what might increase program effectiveness in the future from earlier work.
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Our meta-analysis results in six principle findings: (i) Increasing financial literacy helps. Financial education has a stronger positive impact on financial literacy (effect size of 0.26) than on behavior, while effect sizes on financial literacy are positively correlated with effect sizes on financial behavior; (ii) financial education has a positive, measurable, impact on financial behavior. Effectiveness is still found under rigorous evaluation methods, such as randomized experiments (RCTs); (iii) effects of financial education depend on the target group: first, teaching low-income participants (relative to the country mean) and target groups in low- and lower-middle income economies has less impact, which is an obvious challenge for policymakers targeting the poor, second, it appears to be challenging to impact financial behavior as country incomes and mean years of schooling increase, probably because high baseline levels of general education and financial literacy cause diminishing marginal returns to additional financial education; (iv) success of financial education depends on the type of financial behavior targeted. We provide evidence that borrowing behavior may be more difficult to impact than saving behavior by conventional financial education; (v) increasing intensity supports the effect of financial education; and (vi) the characteristics of financial education can make a difference. Making financial education mandatory is associated with smaller effects. By contrast, a positive effect is associated with providing financial education at a “teachable moment,” i.e. when teaching is directly linked to decisions of immediate relevance to the target group. Complementing these findings, the meta-analysis also provides interesting nonresults because several characteristics of financial education are without systematic impact on financial behavior. These include the age and gender of participants, the setting, or the choice of intervention-channel through which financial education is delivered. The findings reported above clearly motivate the need to implement financial education because it can positively affect financial behavior. However, its limited effectiveness raises two additional problems for policymakers: First, what can be done to make financial education generally more effective? Second, as a particularly obstinate aspect of the general question raised before, how can one reach those people who do not participate voluntarily? Problematic groups in this respect include lowincome individuals, residents of low-income countries, and all those who do not selfselect into education measures, as indicated by negative effects from mandatory courses and RCTs. For these groups, it appears that financial education needs an
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improved approach to be successful. More research and experience is necessary to better identify the determinants of successful financial education (e.g., Hastings et al. 2013). Our study follows several earlier survey studies about financial literacy and closely related issues. Most of these studies have a narrative character, among them widely cited works such as Fox et al. (2005), Willis (2011), Hastings et al. (2013), and Lusardi and Mitchell (2014). This gives the authors some flexibility about selecting and interpreting the most relevant studies. A quantitative meta-analysis is more rigid in approach but has the advantages that transparent rules of procedure ensure fully replicable results and that quantitative relations can be derived. Overall, narrative surveys and meta-studies complement each other. We perform a meta-analysis because there are just two earlier systematic accounts of the financial education literature that leave much room for more research. The study by Miller et al. (2015) covers only 19 papers due to its extremely restrictive selection criteria, requiring interventions on identical outcomes. This limits the sample sizes to about five studies and estimates per subsample, which does not allow investigating the sources of heterogeneity. Thus, the most similar study to our work is Fernandes et al. (2014), which covers 90 effect sizes from financial education reported in 77 papers. Despite an overlap of 44% with their sample of studies, our research differs in four crucial ways, which explains our new results: (i) most important is that we analyze determinants of program effectiveness in a broader way by applying respective coding. (ii) Then we consider the various outcomes per study (on average about four per study) and their respective effectiveness. Moreover, (iii) we cover recent and mostly randomized experiments providing evidence of effective interventions; and (iv) we cover additional studies focusing exclusively on financial literacy as the outcome variable. This paper is structured in seven further sections. Section 2 introduces our metaanalytic approach. Section 3 describes our data. Section 4 provides first results of the meta-analysis, while Section 5 uses these results to explain heterogeneity of financial education treatment effects. Robustness tests are mentioned in Section 6 and Section 7 concludes with policy considerations and venues for future research.
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2



Meta-analytic method Meta-analysis is a quantitative method to synthesize findings from multiple



empirical studies on the same empirical research question. In a meta-analysis, the dependent variable is comprised of a summary statistics reported in the primary research reports, while the explanatory variables may include characteristics of the research design, the sample studied, or in case of impact evaluations, the policy intervention itself (cf. Stanley 2001, p.131). Meta-analyses can provide answers to two specific questions that are highly relevant in contested economic literatures (cf. Muller 2015; Pritchett and Sandefur 2015; Vivalt 2015): First, is the combined (statistical) effect across all studies reporting effects of similar interventions on similar outcomes significantly different from zero? And, second, what explains heterogeneity in the reported findings? In order to be able to aggregate summary statistics reported across heterogeneous studies, one must standardize these statistics into a common metric. Ideally, all studies would operationalize and measure outcomes in the same way (i.e. in the same unit). If this was the case, meta-analysis could be performed directly using economic effect sizes (e.g. elasticities or marginal effects) in contrast to statistical effect sizes (cf. Stanley and Doucouliagos 2012, p.23). This, however, is rarely the case in a large sample of heterogeneous (quasi-) experimental impact evaluations. Thus, we use a standard approach of coding a variable capturing intervention success and impact. Our impact measure (effect size) is the standardized mean difference (SMD) for each treatment effect estimate. We use the bias corrected standardized mean difference (Hedges’ ") as our effect size measure, which is defined as the mean difference in outcomes between the treatment (M $ ) and control (M% ) (i.e. the treatment effect) groups as a proportion of the pooled standard deviation (SD( ) of the dependent variable:
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where B1 and, C1 are the discrimination and difficulty parameters of item . respectively, and 52 representing the latent trait (e.g. financial literacy) of individual -. Thus, the discrimination parameter B1 describes how well item . discriminates people of lower 122



and higher ability (52 ), and C1 corresponds to the point on the latent scale (θ) where / 01 = 1 θ) = 0.5 (i.e. the point on the latent scale where an individual has a greater possibility to score the item than indicated by chance). Since we assume θ to have a mean of zero by definition, an item . is relatively easy to solve if C1 < 0, and an item . is relatively hard to solve if C1 > 0. This model requires the assumption of local independence among items (solving an item must not be conditional upon solving another item) and θ to be unidimensional. While local independence is given by the design of the items and implementation into the survey instruments, I tested the assumption of unidimensionality through a factor analysis (principal factors). Indeed, only one factor is estimated with an eigenvalue > 1 and, thus, the assumption of a unidimensional θ appears to be met by the items included in the scale (cf. Figure A1 in Appendix A). To arrive at parameter estimates for B1 and, C1 , as well as to predict 52 for all respondents in the dataset, I estimate equation (1) with five binary items that form the final financial literacy scale. Standard errors are clustered at the level of randomization (markets). Table A1 shows the exact wording, discrimination and difficulty for the final set of five items. The items are ordered by their ability to discriminate in ascending order. Thus, item 1 is the least discriminating (B& = 0.981) and item 5 is the most discriminating (BI = 1.629). The difficulty ranges from -0.569 (item 2) to 0.463 (item 3). A graphic representation of these item characteristics is depicted in Figure A2 which shows the trace line for each item included in the scale. Item 3 is most difficult (furthest to the right) while item 2 appears to be easiest. Regarding the discrimination, it is obvious that the trace line for item 5 has the steepest slope while the slope of item 1 is most gradual. Another way to represent the features of each item is to plot the item information functions. Figure A3 shows the item information functions for each item. Figure A4 relates the latent trait back to the sumscores of items solved: Using the critical values of the z-distribution (-1.96 and 1.96) it appears that 95% of randomly selected individuals would solve between 0.451 and 4.51 items with a respondent of average ability (θ=0) scoring 2.56 (two or three) out of five items. Turning to the overall reliability of the scale, Figure A5 shows that the scale is most precise at the mean of θ with smallest standard errors close between -0.1 and 0. Finally, I standardize the scale to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one for the control group: Figure A6 shows the full distribution of the estimated ability (θ for all individuals in our dataset at baseline.
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Table A1: Items and their psychometric properties of the final FL-scale Item



Topic



Question and response options



1



Interest rate (loan)



Suppose you need to borrow 500,000 UGX. Two people offer you a loan. Which loan represents a better deal for you?



2



3



Diversification



Compound interest



A) One loan requires you to pay back 600,000 UGX in 1 month. B) The second loan requires you to pay back in 1 month 500,000 UGX plus 15% interest. Y) Don`t know Z) Refuse to Answer Is it riskier to plant…? A) multiple crops or B) one crop Y) Don`t know Z) Refuse to Answer Suppose you borrow 100,000 UGX at an interest rate of 2% per month, with no repayment for 3 months. After 3 months, do you owe



B1 (SE) 0.981 (0.152)



C1 (SE) 0.274 (0.107)



1.092 (0.166)



-0.569 (0.104)



1.218 (0.146)



0.463 (0.087)



1.346 (0.149)



0.130 (0.061)



1.692 (0.258)



-0.375 (0.085)



A) less than. 102,000 UGX, B) exactly. 102,000 UGX, C) or more than 102,000 UGX? Y) Don`t know Z) Refuse to Answer 4



Interest rate (loan)



If you were offered a loan with 5% monthly interest rate and a loan with 20% annual interest rate, which loan would offer better value? A)5% monthly interest rate B) 20% annual interest rate Y) Don`t know Z) Refuse to Answer



5



Inflation



If you have UGX. 100,000 in a savings account earning 1% interest per annum, and prices for goods and services rise 2% over a 1-year period, can you buy A) more than, B) less than, C) or the same amount of goods in 1 year as you could today, with the money in the account?” Y) Don`t know Z) Refuse to Answer



Notes: N=1,291. Results from fitting a 2PLM to the 5 items. Standard errors are clustered at the market-level. Items are coded to be binary. The correct response is coded to be equal to one. Wrong answers, missing values, and response options Y) and Z) are coded to be equal to zero.
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Figure A1: Screeplot of eigenvalues by factor after factor analysis (principal factors)



Figure A2: Item characteristic curves for the 2PLM financial literacy scale
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Figure A3: Item information functions for the 2PLM financial literacy scale



Figure A4: Test characteristic curve for the 2PLM financial literacy scale
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Figure A5: Test information function for the financial literacy scale



Figure A6: Distribution of standardized financial literacy IRT-scores at baseline
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Appendix B: Baseline and follow-up questionnaires
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FL-Impact Evaluation: Baseline Questionnaire (English) Q1: (a) Date of Interview: DD/MM/YYYY: |___|___|/|___|___|/|___|___|___|___| (b) Time of Interview: HH:MM: |___|___|:|___|___| Q2: Market ID Code: _ _ _ 







Q3: Respondent ID Code: _ _ (Rolling number) Q4: (a) Enumerator’s details (b) Supervisor’s details 



Name: 



ID Code: _____ 



Name: 



ID Code: _____ 



Q5: Location of interview: (a) District: _ _ 



(b) County: _ _ 



(c) Sub-county: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



(d) Town: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



(e) Parish: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



(f) Village/Neighborhood(88=N/A): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



(g) Urban=1, Rural=2: _ _ 







(h) Name of Market location: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 







Q6: Do not read: DOES THIS PERSON SEEM EMOTIONALLY AND MENTALLY CAPABLE OF COMPLETING THIS SURVEY? 



1. Yes 2. No, intoxicated 3. No, mentally impaired 4. No, other: _________________________________________________ If no, stop interview and refer the case to the survey supervisor 1. Yes 2. No à Politely ask to be allowed to interview the respondent alone. Stress that the interview is private and confidential. 0. No, not at all (b) WHY ARE YOU AT ALL SUSPICIOUS? 1. A little suspicious à Explain 2. Very suspicious à Explain _________________________________ 



Q7: Do not read: IS THE INTERVIEW BEING CONDUCTED WITH THE INTERVIEWEE ALONE (EXCEPTING SURVEY STAFF)? Q8: Do not read: ARE YOU SUSPICIOUS THAT THE PERSON THAT YOU ARE INTERVIEWING IS NOT THE ONE WE SOUGHT FOR AN INTERVIEW? 



Q9: 



GENDER 



Q10: 



What is your tribe? ENTER THE CORRECT 2-DIGIT CODE IN THE SPACES AT FAR RIGHT. IF OTHER, WRITE TRIBE IN “OTHER” SPACE AND FILL 99 CODE 



1 DEMOGRAPHICS MODULE MALE-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 01) BAAMBA 02) BABWISI 03) BAGANDA 04) BAKHONZO 05) BAKIGA 06) BASONGORA 07) BATORO 08) BATUKU 



FEMALE----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 09) BANYAKOLE 10) BANYARWANDA 11) BANYOLE 12) BANYORO 13) CONGOLESE 14) IK (TEUSO) |_ 15) ITESO 16) RWANDESE 99) OTHER: ______________________________ 



Q11: How old are you? 







Q12: What is your religion? PLEASE CIRCLE ONE 



01) Roman Catholic 02) Church of Uganda (Anglican) 03) Pentecostal 04) Muslim 99) Other 01) none 02) P1 08) P7 14) S6 03) P2 09) S1 15) SOME TERTIARY INSTITUTE 04) P3 10) S2 16) COMPLETED TERTIARY INSTITUTE 05) P4 11) S3 17) SOME UNIVERSITY 06) P5 12) S4 18) COMPLETED UNIVERSITY 07) P6 13) S5 19) MASTER’S OR PHD 1) Neither able to read or write 2) Able to read only 3) Able to read and write 



Q13: 



What is the highest level you have completed in school? ENTER THE CORRECT 2-DIGIT CODE IN THE SPACES AT FAR RIGHT. 



Q14: Can you read or write in any language? PLEASE CIRCLE ONE Q15: 



Have you ever received any Financial Literacy training? 







|_



YES-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 NO -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 
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|_ | 



|_ |years 











|_



|_ | 



2 DEPENDENCY PROFILE MODULE Q16: 



Q17: 



Q18: 



Q19: 



How would you describe yourself financially? I will read you four options, and you can tell me which is best.? By “dependent” I mean you receive more money in support from other people than you earn for yourself. PLEASE MAKE SURE THE RESPONDENT TAKES A POSITION. How many children do you support, including those children who are not biologically yours? By “children” I mean those who are less than 18 years old. How many other people who are not children do you support? These are people who are at least 18 years old. Remember by “support” I mean you regularly give them financial assistance that they do not have to work for. What is your marital status? CIRCLE ONE 



Completely economically independent---------------------------------------------------------- 1 Mostly economically independent---------------------------------------------------------------- 2 Mostly economically dependent------------------------------------------------------------------ 3 Completely economically dependent------------------------------------------------------------ 4 











|_



|_



|children 



IF NONE (00) 











|_ 01) 02) 03) 04) 05)



|_ |people IF NONE (00) 



Single Living with Partner Married Seperated/Divorced Widowed 



3 HOUSEHOLD PROFILE MODULE Read: Now I would like to know how many people are in your household. The household is defined as all of the people who normally live and eat their meals together in your home (this does not include visitors). Q20: Q21: 







Q23: 



|_



Who do you usually stay with in your Household (excluding visitors)? 







Q22: 







How many people are in your household (including yourself)? 



ENTER THE NUMBER(QUANTITY) OF EACH RELATION WHO THE RESPONDENT STAYS WITH. PROBE TO BE SURE YOU ARE ENTERING THE CORRECT NUMBER FOR EACH RELATION. ENTER “00” FOR ALL THOSE THAT DO NOT APPLY 



|people 



(a) OWN CHILDREN | _ _ | 



(l) YOUNGER SISTER | _ _ | 



(b) BIOLOGICAL MOTHER | _ _ | 



(m) YOUNGER BROTHER | _ _ | 



(c ) BIOLOGICAL FATHER | _ _ | 



(n) GRANDMOTHER | _ _ | 



(d) ADOPTIVE (LEGALLY) MOTHER | _ _ | 



(o) GRANDFATHER | _ _ | 



(e) ADOPTIVE (LEGALLY) FATHER | _ _ | 



(p) SPOUSE | _ _ | 



(f) STEP-MOTHER | _ _ | 



(q) MOTHER IN LAW | _ _ | 



(g) STEP-FATHER | _ _ | 



(r) FATHER IN LAW | _ _ | 



(h) AUNT | _ _ | 



(s) OTHER FAMILY MEMBER | _ _ | 



(i) UNCLE | _ _ | 



(t) OTHER NON-FAMILY MEMBER | _ _ | 



(j) OLDER SISTER | _ _ | (k) OLDER BROTHER | _ _ | 



1. So this means that including yourself, XX (add up numbers and 2. add the respondent himself) people are staying at your place? How many people regularly contribute some money to the household (including yourself)? 



|_



Yes, there are __ people staying in my household No à Make corrections above and ask again 



|_
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|_



|people 



Q24: 



Q25: 



Q26: 



Who contributes the most money to the household, in order to 01) RESPONDENT HIM/HERSELF 10) OLDER SISTER regularly meet the household’s 02) BIOLOGICAL MOTHER 11) OLDER BROTHER basic needs? 03) BIOLOGICAL FATHER 12) YOUNGER SISTER 04) ADOPTIVE MOTHER 13) YOUNGER BROTHER COMPLETE 24A IN COLUMN A 05) ADOPTIVE FATHER 14) GRANDMOTHER (“CONTRIBUTER”) OF THE 06) STEP-MOTHER 15) GRANDFATHER TABLE AT THE RIGHT FOR THIS 07) STEP-FATHER 16) SPOUSE PERSON 08) AUNT 99) OTHER 09) UNCLE __________________________________________________________ 01) RESPONDENT HIM/HERSELF 10) OLDER SISTER Who is the head of the 02) BIOLOGICAL MOTHER 11) OLDER BROTHER household? 03) BIOLOGICAL FATHER 12) YOUNGER SISTER 04) ADOPTIVE MOTHER 13) YOUNGER BROTHER COMPLETE 25B IN COLUMN B 05) ADOPTIVE FATHER 14) GRANDMOTHER (“HEAD”) OF THE TABLE AT 06) STEP-MOTHER 15) GRANDFATHER RIGHT FOR THIS PERSON. IF 07) STEP-FATHER 16) SPOUSE THIS IS THE SAME PERSON AS 08) AUNT 99) OTHER 24A, ENTER THE SAME 09) UNCLE INFORMATION. 01) NONE What is the highest level of 07) COMPLETED TERTIARY 02) SOME PRIMARY education INSTITUTE [READ RESPONSE TO 24A, 08) SOME UNIVERSITY 03) COMPLETED PRIMARY THEN REPEAT FOR 25B] has 04) SOME SECONDARY 09) COMPLETED UNIVERSITY reached? 05) COMPLETED SECONDARY (S6) 10) MASTER’S OR PHD 







ENTER THE CODE AT RIGHT FOR EACH PERSON. CHECK WITH ABOVE TO ENSURE YOU FILL THE CORRECT INFORMATION FOR THE CORRECT PRESON 



06) SOME TERTIARY INSTITUTE 



98) DON’T KNOW 



A 







Contributer 24A |___| 



B 







Head 25B |___| 



26A 



26B 



|_



|_



| 







|_



|_



| 







01) VENDING OF FOOD OR ITEMS AT THE MARKET 27A 27B 02) SUBSISTENCE FARMER/AGRICULTURE 03) COMMERCIAL FARMER/AGRICULTURE 22) RENTING LAND 04) MAKING BRICKS FOR SALE 23) SMALL-SCALE RETAILER (SOMEONE WHO 05) MAKING CHARCOAL FOR SALE BUYS THINGS TO RESELL) – BUSINESS 06) COLLECTING FIREWOOD OR GRASS FOR ASSETS WORTH LESS THAN 100,000 UGX SALE 24) LARGER-SCALE RETAILER (SOMEONE WHO 07) DIGGING IN SOMEONE ELSE’S GARDEN BUYS THINGS TO RESELL) – BUSINESS 08) TAKING CARE OF SOMEONE ELSE’S ASSETS WORTH MORE THAN 100,000UGX ANIMALS 25) NON-SALARIED (WAGE-EARNING FOR Q27: ENTER THE 09) TAKING CARE OF OWN ANIMALS HOURS WORKED) EMPLOYEE IN CHURCH CORRECT 2-DIGIT 10) BREWING ALCOHOL/BEER 26) SALARIED EMPLOYEE IN CHURCH |_ |_ | |_ |_ | CODE AT RIGHT 11) MONEY-LENDING 27) OTHER WAGE EMPLOYMENT (CASUAL FOR EACH 12) BODA-BODA/TAXI DRIVING LABOR – MONEY EARNED FOR HOURS PERSON. 13) FISHING WORKED OR JOB COMPLETED) CHECK WITH 14) QUARRYING 28) SALARIED EMPLOYEE IN A COMPANY OR ABOVE TO ENSURE 15) SMALL-SCALE VOCATION (EX. METAL- FIRM YOU FILL THE WORK, CARPENTRY, SHOE-REPAIR, SEWING) 29) OTHER SMALL BUSINESS OWNER – BUSINESS CORRECT 16) SALOON (CUTTING, PLAITING HAIR) ASSETS VALUED AS LESS THAN 100,000 UGX INFORMATION 17) HEALTH OR NGO WORKER 30) OTHER LARGER BUSINESS OWNER – FOR THE CORRECT 18) SOLDIER/POLICEMAN BUSINESS ASSETS VALUED AS MORE THAN PRESON 19) TEACHER OR OTHER PUBLIC SERVANT 100,000 UGX 20) POLITICAL POSITION 31) TRANSFERS FROM OTHER PEOPLE 21) WORK IN ANOTHER PERSON’S HOME (EX. 98) DON’T KNOW ASCARI, MAID) 99) OTHER: [SPECIFY IN RESPONSE SPACE] ____________________________________________________ 







What is the MAIN way [READ RESPONSE TO 24A (Contributer), THEN REPEAT FOR 25B (Head)] gets money? 
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Read: Now I want to ask you about your household's dwelling(s). Remember, by household I mean the people who sleep here most nights and share the meals with you (this does not include visitors). Q28: How many rooms / huts are there for sleeping? 



_ _ rooms/huts 



Q29: What type of material is used for the walls of the dwelling where you sleep? Circle all that apply. 



1. Burnt/stabilized bricks with cement 2. Burnt/stabilized bricks with mud 3. Cement Blocks 4. Concrete 5. Stone with cement 



6. Unburnt Bricks with cement 7. Unburnt Bricks with mud 8. Wood 9. Mud and poles 99. Other 



Q30: Is this dwelling rented, subsidized, provided free to you, or owned by your household? Circle one! 



1. Owned 2. Free (from government or NGO) 3. Free (from a private citizen) 4. Subsidized (from government or NGO) 5. Subsidized (from a private citizen) 1. Electricity 2. Gas 3. Paraffin (Lantern) 4. Paraffin (Tadooba) 



6. Rented (from government or NGO) 7. Rented (from a private citizen) 8. Squatting (public land) 9. Squatting (private land) 99. Other 



Q32: What is the main source of drinking water that your household uses? Prompt if necessary. Circle one. 



1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



6. OTHER FILTERED WATER 7. WELL 8. STREAM/RIVER 9. DAM 99. OTHER 



Q33: How many plots of land does your household own? 







Q31: What is your household’s main source of fuel or energy for lighting? Circle all that apply. 



TAP WATER FROM PIPE PRIVATE BOREHOLE SHARED BOREHOLE RAIN WATER SACHET 



5. Candle 6. Firewood 7. Cow dung or grass (reeds) 8. Solar 99. Other 



[____] number of plots PLEASE ONLY LIST PLOTS THAT YOU YOURSELF OR YOUR HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS OWN. REMEMBER, THE HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS ARE THE PEOPLE THAT NORMALLY LIVE AND EAT THEIR MEALS TOGETHER IN YOUR HOME. Q34: Read: Now I want to ask you about the items owned by you and your household. I want to remind you that the purpose of this survey is not to provide assistance, so please respond fully and completely, as your answers will not affect any kind of benefits. How many of each of the following items do you and your household own? Read each asset off list and write number |__|__| a) Donkeys |__|__| p) Motor vehicle (car or truck) |__|__| ae) Car batteries |__|__| b) Oxen |__|__| q) Mobile phones |__|__| af) Generator |__|__| c) Cattle (excluding oxen) |__|__| r) Beds |__|__| ag) Sewing machines |__|__| d) Goats |__|__| s) Sofas |__|__| ah) Boat or canoe |__|__| e) Sheep |__|__| t) Chairs |__|__| ai) Radios |__|__| f) Pigs |__|__| u) Water-heaters |__|__| aj) Cassette or CD players |__|__| g) Chickens and Turkey |__|__| v) Tables |__|__| ak) Televisions |__|__| h) Ducks and Guinea fowls |__|__| w) Stools |__|__| al) Video cassette or DVD player |__|__| i) Doves and pigeons |__|__| x) Mattresses |__|__| am) Laptop or desktop computer |__|__| j) Hoes |__|__| y) Blankets |__|__| an) Wheelbarrow |__|__| k) Pangas |__|__| z) Kettle |__|__| ao) Speakers |__|__| l) Granary |__|__| aa) Iron |__|__| ap) Helmets |__|__| m) Bicycles |__|__| ab) Jerry cans |__|__| aq) Mirrors |__|__| n) Motorcycles |__|__| ac) Pots and pans |__|__| ar) Watches |__|__| o) Stoves |__|__| ad) Fans |__|__| as) Other (Specify in Q35 –for items that they feel are very important) Q35:If “Other” describe: Q36: In general, how would you describe your own present living conditions? Q37: Looking back, how do you rate your living conditions compared to 12 months ago? 



1. Very Bad 2. Fairly bad 3. Neither good nor bad 1. Much Worse 2. Worse 3. Same 
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4. Fairly good 5. Very good 4. Better 5. Much Better 



Q38: Looking ahead, do you expect your living conditions to be better or worse in 12 months time? 



1. Much Worse 2. Worse 3. Same 



4. Better 5. Much Better 



4 ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES MODULE Now I want to ask you about what work you did to earn money during the last 90 days. Please take a moment to think about what work you did to earn money in that time. Please tell me the activities that you got money from in these months. 















FOR EACH OF THE ACTIVITIES, COMPLETE THE TABLE BELOW FOR QUESTIONS 39-42 01) VENDING OF FOOD OR ITEMS AT THE MARKET 02) SUBSISTENCE FARMER/AGRICULTURE 19) POLITICAL POSITION 03) COMMERCIAL FARMER/AGRICULTURE 20) WORK IN ANOTHER PERSON’S HOME (EX. ASCARI, MAID) 04) MAKING BRICKS FOR SALE 21) WORK IN OWN HOME 05) MAKING CHARCOAL FOR SALE 22) RENTING LAND 06) COLLECTING FIREWOOD OR GRASS FOR SALE 23) SMALL-SCALE RETAILER (SOMEONE WHO BUYS THINGS TO 07) DIGGING IN SOMEONE ELSE’S GARDEN RESELL) – BUSINESS ASSETS WORTH LESS THAN 100,000 UGX 08) TAKING CARE OF SOMEONE ELSE’S ANIMALS 24) LARGER-SCALE RETAILER (SOMEONE WHO BUYS THINGS TO 09) TAKING CARE OF OWN ANIMALS RESELL) – BUSINESS ASSETS WORTH MORE THAN 100,000 UGX 10) BREWING ALCOHOL/BEER 25) NON-SALARIED (WAGE-EARNING FOR HOURS WORKED) 10) MONEY-LENDING EMPLOYEE IN CHURCH 18) SALARIED EMPLOYEE IN CHURCH 11) BODA-BODA/TAXI DRIVING 11) SMALL-SCALE VOCATION (EX. 26) SALARIED EMPLOYEE IN CHURCH METAL-WORK, CARPENTRY, SHOE-REPAIR, SEWING) 27) OTHER WAGE EMPLOYMENT (CASUAL LABOR – MONEY EARNED 12) FISHING FOR HOURS WORKED OR JOB COMPLETED) 13) QUARRYING 28) SALARIED EMPLOYEE IN A COMPANY OR FIRM 14) SMALL-SCALE VOCATION (EX. METAL-WORK, CARPENTRY, SHOE- 29) OTHER SMALL BUSINESS OWNER – BUSINESS ASSETS VALUED AS REPAIR, SEWING) LESS THAN 100,000 UGX 15) SALOON (CUTTING OR PLAITING HAIR) 30) OTHER LARGER BUSINESS OWNER – BUSINESS ASSETS VALUED AS 16) HEALTH OR NGO WORKER MORE THAN 100,000 UGX 17) SOLDIER/POLICEMAN 98) DON’T KNOW 18) TEACHER OR OTHER PUBLIC EMPLOYEE 99) OTHER: [SPECIFY IN RESPONSE SPACE] 







Q39: 







Q40: 



How much money did you get ACTIVITY for [ACTIVITY] in the last 90 days? It’s okay to estimate. CODE FROM ABOVE DON’T KNOW = 98 







1 







2 







3 







4 







5 







|_ |_ |_ |_ |_



|_ |_ |_ |_ |_



| | | | | 



RESPONSE IN UGX 



Q41: In which months did you do [ACTIVITY]? A) August B) September C) October D) November CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY 



Q42: Out of the past 90 days, during how many days did you spend some time doing [ACTIVITY]? It is okay to estimate 







A 



B 



C D 











A 



B 



C D 











A 



B 



C D 











A 



B 



C D 







C D 











Q43: Do you keep a log or record of expenses and revenues for any of your businesses? Q44: Have you formally registered any of your businesses with regulatory authorities? Q45: Do you pay any business taxes? Q46: What is your main income-generating activity? [Record Activity using code from above] Q47: How satisfied are you with your main income generating activity [say activity from Q46]? 



A 



B 



HELP RESPONDENT ESTIMATE 



|_



|_



| days 



|_



|_



| days 



|_



|_



| days 



|_



|_



| days 



|_



|_



| days 



1. Yes 0. No 1. Yes 0. No 1. Yes 0. No 1. Very satisfied 2. Somewhat satisfied 
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3. Somewhat unsatisfied 4. Very unsatisfied 



Q48: 







How much money did you get in total in the last 3 months that you did not work for? 







PROBE - ENCOURAGE |_ |,| | | _|,| | | |UGX RESPONDENT TO ESTIMATE DON’T KNOW = -9,999,998 Read: Now I would like to ask you some questions related to your vending activities in the market. SKIP TO 59 IF PERSON IS NOT A MARKET VENDOR Q49: For how many years have you been vending food, __ __ years vegetables or other items on markets? Q50: For how many years have you been vending in this __ __ years particular market? Q51: Are you vending regularly on this market? 



Q52: Are any of your close friends, neighbors and household members also market vendors? Q53: If yes, on which market? Q54: If on other markets, please indicate where: 



Q55: Are you also vending items in another market? 



Q56: Please tell me the location of the markets on which you are vending most often. USE MARKET IDs FROM SEPARATE LIST! 



Q57: What type of items are you selling on the market? 



Q58: From your house, how long does it take you to get to this market? 



1) Yes, whenever the market takes place. 2) Whenever I have something to sell. 3) I only rarely attend this market as a vendor. 1. Yes 0. No à to Q55 1. On this market à Q 55 2. On other markets Note here using the market IDs from the separate list: 



1) Yes, more than once a week. 2) Yes, once a week. 3) Yes, once a month or more (but less often than once a week) 4) Yes, but less than once a month 5) No à go to Q57 1) Location of market attended most often as a vendor __________________________________________________ 2) Location of market attended second most often as a vendor __________________________________________________ 3) Location of market attended third most often as a vendor _________________________________________________ 1) Fresh food items 2) Cooked food items 3) Non-food items 4) Livestock 99) Other (Specify): _________________________________________________________ 1) Less than 30 minutes by boda/motor-vehicle. 2) Less than 30 minutes by boda/motor-vehicle but more than 30 minutes on foot. 3) More than 30 minutes by motor-vehicle. 98) Don`t know 
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5 CONSUMPTION AND EXPENDITURES Now I am going to ask you some questions about the consumption of your household. First, for each one of the following food items, we want to know about consumption of the item that took place within your household. We are also not asking about expenditure, but rather we want you to value the actual amount that you and your household consumed in the past 7 days. For example, imagine that your household purchased a bag of rice 7 days ago for 4000 USH. If your household has not yet consumed any of it, then the consumption value of this rice would be 0. If your household has consumed half of the bag, then the consumption value would be 2000 USH. Your consumption calculation should also include items that were produced at home, or given to your household as gifts. Q59: Q60: Q61: In the past 7 days, did How many days did If you had to buy the exact amount of members of the the household [item] consumed by your household in the household eat/drink consume [item] in the past 7 days, how much would it cost? [item] within the past 7 days? household? 1. Yes __ __ days _ _ _ _ _ _USH 0. No a) Cassava 















b) Potatoes (sweet, irish, yams) 















c) Rice d) Meat and chicken (beef, pork, goat, bush meat) e) Fish f) Eggs g) Posho h) Matooke i) Millet bread j) Palm Oil k) Sorghum flour l) Sliced bread and buns m) Beans and peas n) Porridge/Bushera o) Milk p) Fruits (bananas, apples, oranges, mangos, jackfruit, pineapple, etc.) q) Vegetables (tomatoes, onions, cabbage, dodo, avocado, popo etc.) r) Infant formula foods s) Oil/butter t) Sodas u) Ground nuts (in shell, pounded, pasted) v) Salt w) Sugar x) Tea y) Coffee z) Alcohol 



















































Read: Now, I would like to know about outside consumption of food and drink. That is, I would like you to estimate, to the best of your knowledge, the value of the household’s consumption of the following goods that took place outside of the household. Please include gifts as well as purchases. Q62: Q63: Q64: Within the past 7 days, How many days did the What was the total value of [item] did the members of this household or any eaten/drunk outside of the household take any member spend on [item] household in the past 7 days? [item] outside the in the past 7 days? household? 1. Yes _ _ days _ _ _ _ _ USH 0. No a) Full meals (breakfast, lunch, or dinner) 
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b) Snacks (chapati, chips, cassava, samosas etc..) c) Muchomo (chicken, goat, pork, beef) d) Sodas and juices e) Arege (local liquor) f) Kwete (local beer) g) Wine, commercial beer and liquor Q65: Now I will read you a list of items. For each item or expense, please tell me how much your household spent on the item in the past 4 weeks. Item USH a) Charcoal/coal b) Firewood c) Kerosene/paraffin d) Other fuel e) Matches, lighters, candles, lamp/stove wicks f) Laundry soap, toilet soap g) Cigarettes or tobacco h) Airtime, internet, and phone-charging i) Public transportation – bus, taxi fares, petrol, boda boda j) Newspapers or magazines k) Batteries l) Personal care – toilet paper, toothpaste, hair products, razor, perfumes, lotions, make-up, beauty salons (exclude toilet/laundry soap) m) Sports, theaters, and other forms of entertainment n) Expenses in hotels and other forms of lodging o) Sports betting and other forms of gambling 







Q66: Now I will read you another list of items. For each item or expense, please tell me how much your household spent on the item in the past 12 months. Item USH a) Clothes/shoes/material for adult males over the age of 18 b) Clothes/shoes/material for adult females over the age of 18 c) Clothes/shoes/material for boys under the age of 18 (excluding school uniforms) d) Clothes/shoes/material for girls under the age of 18 (excluding school uniforms) e) Modern medical treatment and medicines f) Traditional medical treatment and medicines g) School fees h) Other educational expenses (exercise books, pens, pencils, uniforms, maintenance, club fees, etc.) i) Cooking items/utensils, such as pots (except coal pot), pans, buckets, mortar, pepper grinder, grater, strainer, etc. j) Donations to the church or mosque k) Electricity l) Water charges m) Home improvements n) Club membership fees (unions, Rotary, social clubs, traditional groupings) o) Payments to domestic servants (security guards, cleaner, laundry person) Read: Thank you. Now I would like to ask you some general questions on how money issues are handled in your household. Please remember that your answers are strictly confidential and only used for research purposes. 
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Q67:



If someone has some money but wants to make sure he does not spend it, what is the best way for him to put it? CIRCLE ONE 



Q68: 



Imagine you had to move to somewhere that would take you 30 minutes to walk to. You are not in a hurry. Would you pay for transport (by boda-boda or taxi) or would you walk for free? CIRCLE ONE 



Q69: 



How often does it happen that you fear that you might not be able to get enough food to eat? Is it often, sometimes, rarely or never? CIRCLE ONE 



Q70: 



Are you involved in making decisions about how to use money in your household? 







POCKET---------------------------------------------------------------------- 01 TIN WHERE HE/SHE STAYS---------------------------------------------- 02 HIDDEN AT HOME STAY (EX. IN MATTRESS) ----------------------- 03 IN A HOLE IN GARDEN---------------------------------------------------- 04 ROTATING SAVINGS CLUB (ROSCA) ---------------------------------- 05 SACCO------------------------------------------------------------------------ 06 GROUP ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK------------------------------ 07 INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK------------------------ 08 HAVE ANOTHER PERSON (E.G. A FRIEND, MY MOTHER) HOLD IT FOR HIM/HER----------------------------------------------------------- 09 BUY THINGS THAT HE/SHE CAN SELL IF HE NEEDS TO (SUCH AS A GOAT OR A BICYCLE) --------------------------------------10 DEFINITELY PAY FOR TRANSPORT------------------------------------- 1 PROBABLY PAY------------------------------------------------------------- 2 PROBABLY WALK FOR FREE -------------------------------------------- 3 DEFINITELY WALK--------------------------------------------------------- 4 Often------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 Sometimes ----------------------------------------------------------------- 2 Rarely------------------------------------------------------------------------ 3 Never------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 



Yes, you make all financial decisions alone------------------------- 1 Yes, you are involved in all financial decisions in the household------------------------------------------------------------------- ---2 Yes, you are involved in SOME financial decisions, but not all-----3 No, you are not involved in financial decisions------------------- 4 



READ ALL RESPONSE OPTIONS – CIRCLE ONE 



6 COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL NETWORKS MODULE Read: Now I would like to ask you some questions about your relative standing within the community. Enumerator Instruction: Show ladder card. Q71: Imagine a 9-step ladder where the poorest people in the community stand on the lowest step and the wealthiest stand on the highest step. Where do you see yourself on 8 the wealth ladder? 7 6 CIRCLE ONE RESPONSE 5 4 3 2 1 poorest 0 



wealthiest 9 







9 



wealthiest 







Q72: Think about all of your plans for the near future. If these plans are successful, in 5 years time, where would you see yourself on the wealth ladder? CIRCLE ONE RESPONSE 











poorest 0 



1 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 







Read: Now I want to talk about relationships in the community. I know that it is common that when someone is in need, he can go to other people in the community to ask for help, and sometimes in exchange this person can help him in return. 
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Q73: If you find yourself in need, for example to pay for 1. Yes school fees or funeral expenses or if you need a job, is there a 0. No relative or family member who you can go to? Q74: If you find yourself in need, for example to pay for 1. Yes school fees or funeral expenses or if you need a job, is there a 0. No local politician in the community who you can go to? Read: Thank you. Now I would like to ask you about any groups in which you are involved. These include formal groups that have meetings, but also informal groups where you happen to meet with someone unannounced. Q75: How many community groups are you a currently a __ __ groups member of, participate in, interact with, or volunteer for? If zero, go to Q 81 Read: Now think about the group you are meeting with most often Q76: How often do you come together to work with this group? 



Q77: Does your group do income generating activities to make money for the whole group or for individual group members? Q78: Are financial matters an important topic in your group meetings and activities? 



1. Daily 2. Once or twice a week 3. Once or twice a month 4. A few times a year 1. Often 2. Sometimes 



5. Once a year 6. Less than once a year 7. Never 3. 4.



Rarely Never 



1. 2.



3. 4.



Rarely Never 



Often Sometimes 



Q79: How many times in the last 30 days have you discussed about money as a group in a meeting? 



[ _______ ] times DON’T KNOW: -98 



Q80: How many times in the last 30 days have you discussed personal money issues with another person who is in your group? This does not necessarily have to be for a group event, it could just be asking advice from a fellow group member about money issues. 



[ _______ ] times DON’T KNOW: -98 



7 BUDGETING MODULE Q81: 



Do you regularly keep track of how much money you spend? 



YES--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 NO -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 à TO Q 87 



Q82: 



How do you usually keep track of how much money you spend? 



Write it down ------------------------------------------------------------ 1 Someone else writes it down for you ------------------------------ 2 Make a mental plan ----------------------------------------------------- 3 Other: | __________________________________|---------- 9 



READ ALL RESPONSE OPTIONS - CIRCLE ONE! Q83: 



How many times in the last 6 months have you done this activity in order to keep track of the money you spend? 



Q84: 



Q85: 



Q86: 



|_



|_



|times 



HELP THE RESPONDENT ESTIMATE In the last 6 months, how many times has your plan failed, either because you got less money than you expected or because you had to spend more money than you expected? 



|_



What did you do when your plan failed? 



|_



|times IF 0 à TO Q86 



Borrowed money -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 Sold something that you owned ------------------------------------------------------------------ 2 Found some other work to do in order to make more money --------------------------- 3 READ ALL RESPONSE OPTIONS Spent less on the things that you did not need as much ----------------------------------- 4 CHOOSE ONE! Did nothing -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 Other | |----- 9 Do you keep separate records for your business 1. Yes inflows and outflows and your personal finances? 0. No 
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Q87: 



Which of the following are included in a budget? READ OUT ALL OPTIONS! CIRCLE ALL THAT THE RESPONDENT THINK IS INCLUDED 



A) B) C) D) E) F)



Expected income Last month's income Expected expenditure Last month's expenditure Planned savings I’m not sure 







8 PAYMENTS MODULE 



Q88: 



Have you ever made a payment using your mobile phone? 



1



yes 



2



no à Q92 



Q89: 



How often do you make payments using your mobile phone? 



a) ___ times 



b) per __________ (time unit) 



Q90: 



Why do you make payments using you mobile phone? 



1 convenience 







2 safety 



CIRCLE ONE 



3 required by partner/ receiver 4 all of above 99 Other 



Q91: 



In which context do you use your phone to make payments? 



1 private / family 







2 business 



CIRCLE ONE 



3 Both 99 Other 



9 INSURANCE MODULE Q92: Q93: 



Have you ever purchased an insurance product? Which kind of insurance product have you purchased? 



1



Yes 



2



No à Q 94 



___________________________________ 



Q94: Q95: 



Are you currently covered by any kind of insurance? 



1



Yes 



2



No à Q 96 



If yes, which insurance? 



10 FINANCIAL LITERACY MODULE ENUMERATOR, PLEASE READ OUT THE QUESTIONS AS THEY ARE WRITTEN AND CIRCLE THE ANSWER GIVEN BY THE PARTICIPANT. DO NOT ASSIST THE PARTICIPANT IN ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS AND DO NOT EXPLAIN WHAT THE CONCEPTS REFERED TO IN THE QUESTIONS MEAN. Q96: Suppose you borrow 100,000 UGX at an interest rate of 2% per month, with no repayment for 3 months. After 3 months, do you owe A) less than. 102,000 UGX, Y) DON’T KNOW B) exactly. 102,000 UGX , Z) REFUSE TO ANSWER C) or more than 102,000 UGX? PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE Q97: If you have UGX. 100,000 in a savings account earning 1% interest per annum, and prices for goods and services rise 2% over a 1-year period, can you buy A) more than, Y) DON’T KNOW A B C Y Z B) less than, Z) REFUSE TO ANSWER C) or the same amount of goods in 1 year as you could today, with the money in the account?” PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE Q98: Is it riskier to plant A) multiple crops or Y) DON’T KNOW B) one crop? Z) REFUSE TO ANSWER PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE 
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Q99: Suppose you need to borrow. 500,000 UGX. Two people offer you a loan. Which loan represents a better deal for you? A) One loan requires you to pay back 600,000 UGX in 1 month. B) The second loan requires you to pay back in 1 month 500,000 UGX plus 15% interest. Y) DON’T KNOW Z) REFUSE TO ANSWER PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE Suppose you owe 3,000,000 UGX to a bank. Q100: You pay a minimum payment of 30,000 UGX each month. At an Annual Percentage Rate of 12% (or 1% per month), how many years would it take to eliminate debt if you took no additional loan? A) Less than 5 years Y) DON’T KNOW B) Between 5 and 10 years Z) REFUSE TO ANSWER C) Between 10 and 15 years; D) Never, you will continue to be in debt; PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE Q101: If you were offered a loan with 5% monthly interest rate and a loan with 20% annual interest rate, which loan would offer better value? A) 5% monthly interest rate Y) DON’T KNOW B) 20% annual interest rate Z) REFUSE TO ANSWER PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE 



11 NUMERACY MODULE READ: These next questions ask you to do some math in your mind. Remember that this is not a test, so it doesn’t matter if you are right or wrong! NOTE: FOR THE QUESTIONS 102 to 104, “A WHILE” MEANS ABOUT 10 SECONDS, BUT YOU DO NOT NEED TO KEEP TIME – JUST ESTIMATE WHETHER THE RESPONDENT TOOK MORE OR LESS THAN 10 SECONDS TO ANSWER. AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE, DO NOT ALLOW THE RESPONDENT TO CALCULATE USING PEN AND PAPER OR A CALCULATOR. Q102: What does 16 plus 12 equal? 



GIVES RIGHT ANSWER (28) QUICKLY --------------------------- 1 GIVES RIGHT ANSWER AFTER A WHILE ------------------------ 2 GIVES WRONG ANSWER: |_



|---------------------------------- 3 



DOES NOT TRY TO ANSWER ------------------------------------- 99 



Q103: Imagine that five brothers are given a gift of 10,000 UGX. If the brothers have to share the money equally, how much does each one get? 



Q104: Suppose you put 1,000 UGX into a free-of-charge savings account with a guaranteed interest rate of 10% per year. How much would be in the account at the end of the first year, once the interest payment is made? 



GIVES RIGHT ANSWER (2,000UGX) QUICKLY ---------------- 1 GIVES RIGHT ANSWER AFTER A WHILE ------------------------ 2 GIVES WRONG ANSWER: |_ |---------------------------------- 3 DOES NOT TRY TO ANSWER ------------------------------------- 99 GIVES RIGHT ANSWER (1,100UGX) QUICKLY ---------------- 1 GIVES RIGHT ANSWER AFTER A WHILE ------------------------ 2 GIVES WRONG ANSWER: |_ |---------------------------------- 3 DOES NOT TRY TO ANSWER -------------------------------------99 



Q105: If the same bicycle is on sale in two different shops at 



A discount of 30,000 UGX _________ 1 200,000 shillings and one shop offers a discount of 30,000 A discount of 10% _______________ 2 shillings and the other shop offers a 10% discount: which Don’t know____________________ 99 one is the better bargain? 



Q106:If you have 4,800 UGX and friend gives you 5,800 UGX, how __________________UGX many UGX do you have? Don’t know_________ 99 DON’T KNOW = 9,999,998 



12 SAVING BEHAVIOR MODULE 







Q107: 



Do you have any money saved? Just to clarify, savings do not have to be deposited in an account or formal institution, and they may YES---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 àTO Q109 (a) or may not gain interest. They can be somewhere at home, hidden in a safe place, or with a NO ------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 friend or family member. 



Q111: So there is no place where you are saving your money 



HAS SAVINGS ------------------------------------------------------------- 1 



Q108:



NO SAVINGS --------------------------------------------------------------- 2 à TO Q123 



right now? 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



UGX 



1 



























MONTHS 























WEEKS 























UGX 



1 2 3 4 



1 2 3 4 



1 2 3 4 



1 2 3 4 



1 2 3 4 



CIRCLE ONE 























# WEEKS 



01) POCKET 02) IN A “LOCAL BANK”, BOX OR TIN AT HOME 03) HIDDEN AT HOME (EX. "IN MY MATTRESS") 04) IN A HOLE IN THE GARDEN 05) IN A ROTATING SAVINGS CLUB (ROSCA) 06) IN A SACCO 07) IN A TELECOM COMPANY ACCOUNT (EX. MTN MOBILE MONEY, UTL M-SENTE, ZAIN ZAP) Q114: Q110: Q111: Q112: Q113: Q109: How How often do How How many How many (b)How you put money many months weeks ago much much ago did you did you money did in […]? weeks ago money do first start last put you put in did you you have saving in […]? money in […] that READ RESPONSE last take saved in time? money [...]? OPTIONS […]? out of F LESS THAN […]? 1 MONTH = 0 IF LESS 1) Often THAN 2) Sometimes WITHIN 1 WEEK = 3) Rarely 0 LAST 4) Never WEEK = 0 NEVER = 99 à117 























1 2 3 4 



1 2 3 4 



1 2 3 4 



1 2 3 4 



1 2 3 4 



A B C D E F G H Z 



A B C D E F G H Z 



A B C D E F G H Z 



A B C D E F G H Z 



A B C D E F G H Z 



1...0 



1...0 



1...0 



1...0 



1...0 



A B C D E Z 



A B C D E Z 



A B C D E Z 



A B C D E Z 



A B C D E Z 



08) IN A GROUP ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK 09) IN AN INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK 10) ANOTHER PERSON (E.G. A FRIEND, MY MOTHER) HOLDS IT 11) SAVES BY BUYING THINGS THAT CAN BE RESOLD (SUCH AS A GOAT OR A BICYCLE) 12) BY INVESTING IN MY BUSINESS 99) OTHER Q115: Q116: Q117: Q118: Q119: How Why do you choose […] to Are you What is your plan or goal How often do much keep your money in? saving up for what you will do with you take money money in the money in […]? money out of this place did you A) NO CLEAR REASON […]? in order take out A) LARGE PURCHASE B) SAFETY/SECURITY of […]? to (INCLUDING LAND AND C) EASY TO ACCESS READ D) DIFFICULT TO ACCESS SO achieve a BUILDING A HOUSE) RESPONSE certain B) SAVE FOR WON’T SPEND OPTIONS plan? EMERGENCIES E) NOT ENOUGH MONEY C) USE TO INVEST OR PAY FOR FORMAL BANK 1) Often FOR SOMETHING THAT 1) Yes ACCOUNT 2) Sometimes WILL EARN MORE MONEY 0) No F) EARNS MONEY (E.G., 3) Rarely D) EDUCATION COSTS FOR INTEREST; ITEM WHICH CAN If 1à 4) Never SELF OR OTHER NEXT BE RESOLD FOR MORE) E) HEALTH-RELATED ROW G) SOMEONE ELSE TOLD COSTS YOU TO FOR SELF OR OTHER H) FREE TO SAVE (NO Z) OTHER CHARGES) Z) OTHER REASON UGX CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY CIRCLE CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY CIRCLE ONE ONE 



HAVE THE RESPONDENT LIST OFF THE PLACES WHERE HE/SHE HAS MONEY SAVED, IN ORDER FROM MOST TO LEAST MONEY. CODE THE LOCATIONS IN EACH ROW OF THE FIRST COLUMN ( “PLACE CODE”) IN THE BELOW TABLE ACCORDING TO THE BELOW CODES, THEN PROCEED WITH QUESTIONS 109 – 120 FOR EACH LOCATION 







I would like to know all of the ways and places you save money, and then I will ask you a couple more questions about each of these places or ways. Can you please tell me the places or ways that you save money right now? 



































UGX 



Q120: How much money total do you want to save in order to achieve this plan or goal? DON`T KNOW = 99 



We are interested in learning more about market vendors’ savings behavior and access to financial services, so in this next section we will ask about where and how you save money. Please remember that this information is confidential – no one other than the researchers will see this information, and your name will not be connected to it. 











Place CODE 
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Q121:







Q122:







O NOT READ: D CHECK QUESTION 109: DID THE RESPONDENT LIST 8) "IN A GROUP ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK" OR 9) "IN AN INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK"? NLY ASK IF DID NOT LIST 8) "IN A O GROUP ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK" OR 9) "IN AN INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK" FOR Q109: Why do you choose not to have an account in a formal bank? 











YES-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 à TO Q 123 NO ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 















DO NOT PROBE. (Select all mentioned) 



DOES NOT HAVE ENOUGH MONEY TO OPEN ACCOUNT------------------------------------- 1 BANK IS TOO FAR AWAY------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2 BANKS ARE NOT SAFE OR SECURE (E.G. MAY BE ROBBED, BURN DOWN) -------------- 3 BANKS ARE NOT TRUSTWORTHY------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 TOO MUCH WORK/TOO DIFFICULT TO OPEN ACCOUNT------------------------------------- 5 BANK FEES/CHARGES ARE TOO HIGH……………………………………………………………………….6 







DOES NOT KNOW-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 98 13 BORROWING MODULE Q123: Do you think you could be able to borrow YES--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 100,000 UGX in case you want to? NO ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 àto 126 Q124: From where do you think it is most likely you FAMILY MEMBER OR FRIEND----------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 could borrow this money from? COMMERCIAL BANK---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 SAVINGS GROUP -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 CHOOSE ONE MICROFINANCE AGENCY---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 MONEYLENDER---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 OTHER (specify)|_______________________________________________________|99 Q125: Do you think you could be able to get a loan of 1 million UGX in case you want to? Q126: From where do you think it is most likely for you to obtain such a loan? CHOOSE ONE 



YES-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 NO ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2à TO 128 FAMILY MEMBER OR FRIEND----------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 COMMERCIAL BANK---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 SAVINGS GROUP -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 MICROFINANCE AGENCY---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 MONEYLENDER---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 OTHER (please specify) ________________________________________________ 99 



Q127: In the past 5 years, did it ever happen to you that you were late with any payment you owed (to a bank or moneylender or relative)? Q128: How often did it happen to you that you were late with a payment in the past 5 years? 



YES--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 NO ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 àTO 130 ONCE __________________ 1 TWICE _________________ 2 BETWEEN 3 AND 5 TIMES ___ 3 MORE THAN 5 TIMES _______ 4 



Q129: Have you ever applied for a loan and have been rejected? 



NEVER_________________0 ONCE _________________ 1 TWICE _________________2 BETWEEN 3 AND 5 TIMES __3 MORE THAN 5 TIMES _____ 4 Q130: In general, how interested are you in financial 1 …Not interested matters? 2… interested 3… very interested 
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1 



2 



3 



4 



5 



Q132:



















ENTER ONE 



Q133: CODE OF NAME OF SOURCE SOURCE 1)Family member or friend 2) Other Market Vendor 3) Commercial bank 4) Savings group 5) Microfinance agency 6) Moneylender 7) Workplace 9) Other 























# MONTHS 



Q134: How many months ago did you last borrow from [...]? IF LESS THAN 1 month = 0 DON’T KNOW= -99 























UGX 























UGX 



1 2 



1 2 



1 2 



1 2 



1 2 



CIRCLE ONE 



Q135: Q136: Q137: How How much Did you or much money do you will you money still need to have to pay did you pay back? back more borrow money than from you […]? borrowed? DON’T 1) Yes KNOW= 2) No à to -99 Q 142 



COMPLETE TABLE BELOW FOR EACH SOURCE OF LOAN 



Please list all of the people or places you borrowed a lot of money from in the past 6 months? 



Q131: In the past 6 months, have you borrowed money that you are or will be expected to pay back? 



1 2 



1 2 



1 2 



1 2 



1 2 



CIRCLE ONE 



Q138: For the extra money you will have to pay, do you know the interest rate or do you know the actual amount you have to pay? 1) Interestà next 2 )Extra amount à to Q141 



























% 



Q139: What is the interest rate you paid on the money you borrowed? 























ENTER ONE 



Q140: Is this interest rate per year, month, week or day? 1) Year 2) Month 3) Week 4) Day 5) Other à to Q142 























UGX 



Q141: What is the extra amount of money you will have to pay on top of what you borrowed? 























Q142: What is the main thing you used the money for? 1) Pay for emergency 2) invest in own business or farm 3) Pay primary or secondary school fees for self 4) Pay primary or secondary school fees for other person 5) Pay for university 6) Invest in other’s business or farm 7) Buying non-essential things (luxury or enjoyment) 5) Basic needs (food, shelter or preventative medical costs) 9) Other ENTER ONE 



NO ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 02 à TO Q143 



YES-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 01 



Now I would like to ask you some questions about lending and borrowing money. First let’s discuss money that you borrowed, also known as loans. We define loans as money you received that you have to repay. Loans can come from a formal source such as a bank or microfinance institution, or from an informal source such as a friend, relative, money lender or local savings group. 



































14 LENDING MODULE Q143: In the past 6 months, have you given a loan to anybody, with the expectation that they pay you back? 



YES--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 NO -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2à TO Q151 



Please list all of the people you lent money to in the past 6 months 















COMPLETE TABLE BELOW FOR EACH BORROWER Q144: BORROWER NAME 



Q145: BORROWER CODE 











1 2 



Q146: How much did you lend to this person? 







1) Family member or friend 2) Client/customer 9) Other 







CIRCLE ONE 1 2 1 



2 



Q147: Q148: Q149: How many Did they or will What interest months ago did they pay back rate will they you lend money more money have to pay to […]? than they back to you? borrowed? DO NOT PROBE WITHIN LAST OR HELP THE MONTH = 0 1) Yes 0) No TO 152 RESPONDENT DON’T KNOW = 9 CALCULATE 







UGX 



9 











9 











3 



1 



2 



9 











4 



1 



2 



9 











5 



1 



2 



9 











DON’T KNOW = 998 











CIRCLE ONE 



Q150: How much money are you still waiting to receive back? 



DON’T KNOW = 998 







0 







% 



UGX 







|_



| 



1 



|_



| 



1 



0 











|_



| 



1 



0 











|_



| 



1 



0 











|_



| 



1 



0 











15 ACCESS TO LUMP SUM MODULE Read: Thanks again for your time! Next I’d like to ask a couple questions about times you’ve had to spend a large amount of money Q151:







Q152: Q153:







|_



|_



|months 



IF NEVER (99) à TO Q 154 







|_ |_ |,| | _| |,| | | _|UGX here did you get the money from that you used to pay for BORROWED------------------------------------------------------------- A W that emergency? USED SAVINGS--------------------------------------------------------- B SOLD SOMETHING OF YOURS-------------------------------------- C MARK ALL THAT APPLY GIVEN MONEY BY ANOTHER PERSON---------------------------- D OTHER: | _|--- Z ow many months ago was the last time you purchased H something that cost a lot of money? 







Q156:







WITHIN THE PAST MONTH = 00 NEVER = 99 ow much did you have to pay? H



Q154:



Q155:



ow many months ago was the last time you had an H emergency that required for you to pay your own money (such as a burial, a fire or a family member or friend falling sick)? 











WITHIN THE PAST MONTH = 00 NEVER = 99 ow much did it cost? H



|_



|_



|months 



IF NEVER (99) à TO Q157 







|_ |_ |,| | _| |,| | | _|UGX W here did you get the money from that you used to pay for BORROWED------------------------------------------------------------- A that thing? USED SAVINGS--------------------------------------------------------- B SOLD SOMETHING OF YOURS-------------------------------------- C GIVEN MONEY BY ANOTHER PERSON---------------------------- D MARK ALL THAT APPLY OTHER: | |--- Z 
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Q157:



Q158:



16 INVESTMENT BEHAVIOR MODULE 



How much of your own money did you spend on investments in business in order to try to make profits in the past 6 months? It is okay to estimate. PROBE. EMPHASIZE THAT YOU WANT TO KNOW TOTAL FOR ALL 6 MONTHS DON’T KNOW = -99 



How did you get most of the money for these businessrelated expenses? READ ALL RESPONSE OPTIONS CIRCLE ONLY ONE!!! 



|________________________________________________| UGX 



Borrowed from somewhere that you will have to pay more money back to -- 1 Borrowed from somewhere that you will have to pay the same amount of money back to --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 Given money from someone else --------------------------------------- ------------------3 Did some additional work ------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 Money you already had/ savings ---------------------------------------------------------- 5 Sold something that you owned ---------------------------------------------------------- 6 Other (specify) __________________________________________________ 8 



17 BIAS AND PREFERENCES MODULE 



Read: Now I would like to ask you a few questions about your behaviors and preferences. I will read out a few questions to you. Q159: Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be MOST PEOPLE CAN BE TRUSTED ----------------------------------------- 1 trusted or that you can't be too careful in dealing with YOU CAN'T BE TOO CAREFUL IN DEALING WITH PEOPLE ---------- 2 people? 



Q160: Do you think most people would try to take advantage of you if they got a chance, or would they try to be fair? 



THEY TRY TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOU ------------------------------ 1 THEY TRY TO BE FAIR ------------------------------------------------------- 2 



Q161: Would you say that most of the time people try to be 



PEOPLE TRY TO BE HELPFUL ---------------------------------------------- 1 helpful, or that they are mostly just looking out for PEOPLE ARE MOSTLY JUST LOOKING OUT FOR THEMSELVES ---- 2 themselves? Read: For the next few questions, please tell me how you respond: “yes, definitely”, "probably", “probably not”, or “no, definitely not”. Remember, there are no right or wrong answers, it is just what you prefer! Q162:



Would you ever give money to someone else to keep for you? 



YES, DEFINITELY -------------------------------------------------------- 1 PROBABLY --------------------------------------------------------------- 2 PROBABLY NOT -------------------------------------------------------- 3 DEFINITELY NOT ------------------------------------------------------- 4 



Q163:



Are you willing to sacrifice if it makes people around you better? 



YES, DEFINITELY -------------------------------------------------------- 1 PROBABLY --------------------------------------------------------------- 2 PROBABLY NOT -------------------------------------------------------- 3 DEFINITELY NOT ------------------------------------------------------- 4 



Q164:



Are you more careful than most people of your age in the community about avoiding getting injured or sick? 



YES, DEFINITELY -------------------------------------------------------- 1 PROBABLY --------------------------------------------------------------- 2 PROBABLY NOT -------------------------------------------------------- 3 DEFINITELY NOT ------------------------------------------------------- 4 



Q165:



If you suddenly won 50,000 Shillings, would you share a lot YES, DEFINITELY -------------------------------------------------------- 1 of it with others? PROBABLY --------------------------------------------------------------- 2 PROBABLY NOT -------------------------------------------------------- 3 DEFINITELY NOT ------------------------------------------------------- 4 



Q166:



When you become ill, do you think it is because of fate? 



YES, DEFINITELY -------------------------------------------------------- 1 PROBABLY --------------------------------------------------------------- 2 PROBABLY NOT -------------------------------------------------------- 3 DEFINITELY NOT ------------------------------------------------------- 4 



Q167:



In general, do you trust people in your community? 



YES, DEFINITELY -------------------------------------------------------- 1 PROBABLY --------------------------------------------------------------- 2 PROBABLY NOT -------------------------------------------------------- 3 DEFINITELY NOT ------------------------------------------------------- 4 



Read: For these next 4 questions, please answer either: often, sometimes, rarely or never. Again remember there is no right or wrong answer! Q168:



If you get money, do you tend to spend it too quickly? 



OFTEN--------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 SOMETIMES ------------------------------------------------------------- 2 RARELY-------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 NEVER--------------------------------------------------------------------- 4à TO Q170 
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Q169:



Do you therefore put most of your money into a safe place OFTEN--------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 in order to avoid spending it too quickly? SOMETIMES ------------------------------------------------------------- 2 RARELY-------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 NEVER--------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 







Q170: Are you generally a person who is fully prepared to take risks or do you try to avoid taking risk? (Please choose a number on a scale from 0 to 10) 







0 



1 



3 



5 5 



6 6 



7 



3 



4 4 



2 



7 



8 



9 



10 



























































(try to avoid risk) 



Q171: Attitudes towards risk change in different situations. When 0 1 thinking about investing and borrowing, are you a person who if fully prepared to take risks or do you try to avoid (try to avoid risk) taking risk? (Please choose a number on a scale from 0 to 10) 







2 



8 



9 



10 



(Fully prepared to take risk) 



(Fully prepared to take risk) 



Read: Thank you. For the next two questions, you will be asked which of two options you prefer more. 



Q172: Imagine you just won 100 000 UGX in a lottery and you can invest this money in a business. There is a 50 % chance that the business is successful. If the business is successful you double the amount invested after one year. If it is not successful you will lose half the amount you invested. What fraction of the 100 000 UGX would you invest in the business? Q173: 



S uppose you have some money to do business, and you have the choice between two options: 



_________________UGX 











OPTION A---------------------------------------------------------------- 1 OPTION B---------------------------------------------------------------- 2 NO PREFERENCE-------------------------------------------------------- 3 DON'T KNOW----------------------------------------------------------- 98 



Option A: A business that can give a lot of profit every month, but there is a chance you can lose your money anytime. Option B: A business with less profit every month, but you can't lose your money. Which option would you choose? 



Q174: 



I magine you are sick (but not dying) and you have the choice between the following two options: 











OPTION A---------------------------------------------------------------- 1 OPTION B---------------------------------------------------------------- 2 NO PREFERENCE-------------------------------------------------------- 3 DON'T KNOW----------------------------------------------------------- 98 



Option A: You can get some medicine today which will make you feel somewhat better, but you will continue to feel a small amount sick for another month. Option B: You can wait and continue to be sick a week until a better medicine is available that will make you feel entirely good again. 







You can only choose one medicine. Which option would you choose? 







18 GiZ AND BoU-MODULE Q175: How far is it from your household to the Nearest commercial bank and how long does it take you to get there? Q176: How far is it from your household to the Nearest SACCO or micro-finance institution and how long does it take you to get there? Q177: How far is it from your household to the Nearest savings club, money lender or ROSCA and how long does it take you to get there? Q178: Do you think the following statements are true or false? a)



b) 







a) b)



Distance [ _______ ] km Time to get there [ _________ ] minutes 



a) b)



Distance [ _______ ] km Time to get there [ _________ ] minutes 



a) b)



Distance [ _______ ] km Time to get there [ _________ ] minutes 



If someone buys livestock, it is only an investment if that person intends to obtain future income from it. 



True _____ 1 False _____ 2 



When you buy on credit the goods end up being more expensive than they would be if bought on cash. 



True _____ 1 False _____ 2 
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Q179: How safe do you consider the following places for saving money? a) 



Regulated Financial Institutions (Banks, MDIs, Credit Institutions) 



Not safe _________ 1 Somewhat safe ____ 2 Very safe _________ 3 Don’t know _______ 99 b) SACCO Not safe _________ 1 Somewhat safe ____ 2 Very safe _________ 3 Don’t know _______ 99 c) VSLA Not safe _________ 1 Somewhat safe ____ 2 Very safe _________ 3 Don’t know _______ 99 d) At home Not safe _________ 1 Somewhat safe ____ 2 Very safe _________ 3 Don’t know _______ 99 Q180: Under which of the following circumstances would you a) No clear plan of how the money will be used consider a loan as bad? b) No plan on how the money will be paid back c) The money is used for the intended purpose PROBE ALL ANSWERS! d) The money is used for paying back another debt e) The money is used for luxuries CIRCLE ALL THAT THE RESPONDENT THINKS APPLIES f) The money is used for every-day expenses g) The money is used for productive investment h) Borrowing because others are borrowing Q181: If you were offered a loan but you were not sure what you Yes ______ 1 would use it for, would you still take it? No _______ 0 Don’t know _ 99 Q182: In case you are dissatisfied with a financial service Yes ______ 1 provider and you complain, do you think that No _______ 0 the financial service provider is more powerful than you, Don’t know _ 99 and that the complaint will therefore not lead to anything? Q183: Please tell me how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements, which other people have made about taking out financial products a) 



I am confident enough to approach a bank and ask questions to learn more about their products. 



b) 



I am confident that among a range of loans offered by different banks, I can choose the loan that best suits my specific needs. 



Disagree strongly ___ 1 Tend to agree ______ 2 Agree strongly ______ 3 Don’t know _________ 99 Disagree strongly ___ 1 Tend to agree ______ 2 Agree strongly ______ 3 Don’t know _________ 99 I considered several products from different companies before making my decision ______________________________________________ 1 I considered the various products from one company __________ 2 I didn’t consider any other products at all ____________________ 3 I looked around but there were no other products to consider ___ 4 



Q184: Which of the following statements best describes how you last chose a financial product (loan, account, policy…)? CHOOSE ONE!!! Have you heard of any of the following financial products? If so, do you currently hold or use any of these types of products (personally or jointly)? Q185: Bank loan 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q186:



Microfinance loan 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q187:



Mortage 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q188:



Savings account 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q189:



Current account 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q190:



Fixed deposit account 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q191:



Overdraft 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 
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Q192:



Pension fund 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q193:



Insurance 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q194:



Cheque book 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q195:



Credit card 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q196:



ATM card / debit card 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q197:



Mobile money account 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q198:



Cell phone banking (with a bank account) 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q199:



Money transfer services (Western Union, Money Gram) 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 











19 PARTICIPATION IN OTHER PROGRAMS Read: Now I want us to talk about programs that you or your community received in the past from CBOs, NGOS or the government.. Q200: In the past 12 months, aside from our visit, did 1. Yes you receive help from any other program? 0. No → Q204 Q201: What was the program? 1. Government 2. NGO 3. CBO 96. Other Q202: Fill in the name of the program: Q203: What did you receive? a. Cash d. Medical aid b. Training e. Other c. Counseling Q204: In the next 12 months, how likely do you think it 1. Very likely is that people in this community will receive any help from 2. Somewhat likely a program? 3. Not very likely 4. Not at all likely Q205: Have you heard about the national strategy for 1. yes financial literacy in Uganda? 0. no Q206: Have you ever seen TV-ads or ads in newspapers 1. yes by the Bank of Uganda concerning issues on money 0. noà Q208 management? Q207: From your memory, how often have you seen these TV or newspaper-ads? Q208: Have you ever seen TV-ads or ads in newspapers 1. yes by other private institutions concerning issues on personal 0. no àQ210 money management? Q209: From your memory, how often have you seen these TV or newspaper-ads? 
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__times 



__times 



20 RISK- AND TIME-PREFERENCES MODULE Read: We are almost done with the interview, and we appreciate your patience. In these last few questions, we will play a fun exercise that will involve potential payouts with real money. One of these questions will be chosen to be actually be paid at the end of our session, so be careful about which option you choose for each question, since that one might be chosen for you to play to receive money, and if so you will not be able to change your answer! In this activity, we will ask you two types of questions in which you choose between different options. In the first questions, you will be asked to choose between games of zala in which you can win different amounts of money. Zala (or labyeka) is a child’s activity some of you may remember. In the activity, I have a stone in one hand, and you do not know which hand. You must then guess the hand with the stone. If you guess correctly, you win. If you do not guess correctly, you lose. You will receive money based on your answers to 1 randomly selected question in the following exercise. Take care in the choices you make for all questions, because once you have answered all of the questions, we will reveal which question has been randomly selected to be performed with real money. We will then use the responses you have selected for those questions to determine the actual payment. You will not be able to change your responses once we reveal which questions have been selected. This is not our personal money. Rather, it is money given to us by the research organization, to do this activity in order to better understand your preferences. In other questions, the options involve decisions about receiving money now or receiving money later. These questions will not be selected for payout. Do you have any questions before we proceed? ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS. Q210: (1) Imagine you have a choice between the following two options: OPTION A------------------------ 1 Option A: You can receive 900 USH for sure OPTION B------------------------- 2 Option B: We play zala. If you win you get 1,500 USH. If you lose, NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 you get 500 USH. DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 Which option do you choose? Q211: (2) Now imagine you have a choice between the following two OPTION A------------------------ 1 options: OPTION B------------------------- 2 Option A: You can receive 600 USH for sure NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 Option B: We play zala. If you win you get 1,500 USH. If you lose, DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 you get 500 USH. Which option do you choose? Q212: (3) Now imagine you have a choice between the following two OPTION A------------------------ 1 options: OPTION B------------------------- 2 Option A: You can receive 1,200 USH for sure NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 Option B: We play zala. If you win you get 1,500 USH. If you lose, DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 you get 500 USH. Which option do you choose? Q213: (4) Now imagine you have a choice between playing two different GAME 1------------------------ 1 games of zala. GAME 2------------------------- 2 Game 1: We play zala. If you win, you get 3,000 Shillings. If you lose, NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 you get 2000 DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 Shillings. Game 2: We play zala. If you win, you get 5,000 Shillings. If you lose, you get 1000 Shillings. Which game would you choose to play? Q214: (5) Now imagine you have a choice between playing two different GAME 1------------------------ 1 games of zala. GAME 2------------------------- 2 Game 1: We play zala. If you win, you get 2,000 Shillings. If you lose, NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 you get 1500 DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 Shillings. Game 2: We play zala. If you win, you get 5,000 Shillings. If you lose, you get 1000 Shillings. Which game would you choose to play? Q215: (6) Now imagine you have a choice between playing two different GAME 1------------------------ 1 games of zala. GAME 2------------------------- 2 Game 1: We play zala. If you win, you get 3,000 Shillings. If you lose, NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 you get 2000 DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 Shillings. Game 2: We play zala. If you win, you get 5,000 Shillings. If you lose, you get 0 Shillings. Which game would you choose to play? Q216: Now imagine you have a choice between the following options: OPTION A------------------------ 1 Option A: you get 2,000 Shillings immediately OPTION B------------------------- 2 Option B: you get 6,000 Shillings in two weeks NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 Which option would you choose? DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 
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Q217: Now imagine you have a choice between the following options: OPTION A------------------------ 1 Option A: you get 2,000 Shillings immediately OPTION B------------------------- 2 Option B: you get 8,000 Shillings in two weeks NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 Which option would you choose? DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 Q218: Now imagine you have a choice between the following options: OPTION A------------------------ 1 Option A: you get 2,000 Shillings immediately OPTION B------------------------- 2 Option B: you get 4,000 Shillings in two weeks NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 Which option would you choose? DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 Q219: Now imagine you have a choice between the following options: OPTION A------------------------ 1 Option A: you get 2,000 Shillings in two weeks OPTION B------------------------- 2 Option B: you get 6,000 Shillings in four weeks NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 Which option would you choose? DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 Read: Thank you very much for your participation. Now we are going to play one of the games above for real money. Which of the games we play is determined randomly by throwing a dice. ENUMERATOR: THROW A DICE (ONLY ONCE!). THE NUMBER ON THE DICE INDICATES WHICH OF THE 6 GAMES ABOVE (MARKED WITH (1) TO (6) AT THE BEGINNING OF THE QUESTION WILL BE PLAYED. WRITE DOWN WHICH GAME WAS CHOSEN BELOW. THEN CHECK WHICH OPTION OR GAME THE PARTICIPANT CHOSE FOR THIS QUESTION. IF THE PARTICIPANT CHOSE THE SURE AMOUNT, TELL HIM THAT HE CHOSE THE SURE AMOUNT AND WRITE DOWN THE AMOUNT IN THE FIELD BELOW. IF THE PARTICIPANT CHOSE THE GAME, TELL HIM THAT YOU ARE GOING TO PLAY A ROUND OF ZALA/ LABYEKA NOW. THEN PLAY ONE ROUND (AND ONLY ONE. DO NOT REPEAT THE GAME!) IF THE PARTICIPANT WINS, CHECK IN THE DESCRIPTION OF THE GAME ABOVE HOW MUCH HE WINS, TELL HIM HOW MUCH IT IS AND WRITE DOWN THE AMOUNT HE WINS BELOW. IF HE LOSES, CHECK HOW MUCH MONEY THE PARTICIPANT RECEIVES IN THE DESCRIPTION OF THE GAME ABOVE, TELL THE PARTICIPANT HOW MUCH HE RECEIVES AND WRITE DOWN THE AMOUNT BELOW. IF THE RESPONDENT CHOSE “NO PREFERENCE”, ROLE THE DICE AGAIN ONCE. IF THE DICE SHOWS NUMBER 1,2 OR 3, PLAY OPTION A OF THE GAME AS DESCRIBED ABOVE. IF THE DICE SHOWS NUMBER 4, 5 OR 6, PLAY OPTION B OF THE GAME AS JUST DESCRIBED ABOVE. Q220: Number on the dice _____ Q221: Payment amount: 



__ __ __ __ USH 20. RESPONDENT TRACKING INFORMATION MODULE 



Remember we would like to conduct a similar survey with you about three/four months from now. At that time, you will again be free to decide you do not want to participate in the survey. We’d like to ask you some information about yourself and people you know so that we will be able to find when we return. Q222: Q What is your surname? Q223:



WRITE IN CLEAR BLOCK LETTERS, CHECK SPELLING W hat is your first name? 



Q224:



CLEAR BLOCK LETTERS, CHECK SPELLING W hat is your other name? 



Q225:



IF NO OTHER NAME, LEAVE BLANK What is your address? 



Q226:



Q227:



Q228:



Q229:







|_



| 



|_



_| 



|_



_| 















|_



_| 



What is the name of the village where |_ you usually stay? What is this 



_| 



village’s subcounty? 



|_



_| 



|_



_| 







What is this village’s parish? 







What is/are your phone numbers? PHONE 1 















Q230: PHONE 2 







Q231: PHONE 3 
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0|



|



|



| - |_



|_



|_



|



|_



|_



|



0|



|



|



| - |_



|_



|_



|



|_



|_



|



0|



|



|



| - |_



|_



|_



|



|_



|___|



Q232:



Is there some way to describe where you live? (For example, near the old Catholic church or under the large mango tree on the hill) 







What are the names and contact information of two people who will likely know where you are that we can contact for information on next visit? 



Q234:







|_



_| 



CONTACT 1 RELATIONSHIP TO |_ RESPONDENT 



Q235:







CONTACT 1 PHONE NUMBER 







CONTACT 1 ADDRESS 







_| 



0|



|_



|_



| - |_



|_



|_



|



|_



|_



|



|_



_| 







Q236:



CONTACT 1 NAME 



CONTACT 1 



Q233:



Q237: CONTACT 2 |_ NAME Q238: CONTACT 2 RELATIONSHIP TO |_ RESPONDENT Q239: CONTACT 2 



CONTACT 2 







_| 







0|







|



|



| - |_



|_



|_



|



|_



|_



|



|_



_| 







Q240:



PHONE NUMBER CONTACT 2 ADDRESS 



_| 



Read the following conclusion: We are now finished with the interview. Thank you very much for your time. The results of this survey will help interested parties understand how to better design decentralized development programs. Do you have any questions for me before I Briefly answer any questions that the respondent asks, then complete the rest of the survey leave? once the respondent has left. Q241: Time interview ends HH:MM: |___|___|:|___|___| AM/PM Q242: Result codes (CIRCLE ONE): 01. Completed 04. Partly completed 02. Postponed 05. Incapacitated 03. Refused 06. Other____________ Q243: Do not read: ARE YOU SUSPICIOUS 1. No, completely sober THAT THIS PERSON WAS INTOXICATED DURING 2. A little bit intoxicated THIS INTERVIEW? 3. Somewhat intoxicated 4. Totally intoxicated Q244: Do not read: HOW DID THIS PERSON’S 1. Logical and sensible THOUGHT PROCESS APPEAR TO YOU DURING 2. A little unclear or confused THE SURVEY? 3. Several times unclear or insensible 4. Totally unclear or disoriented Q245: Do not read: (a) Do you feel that this 1. Yes à Explain in part b and c (b) For what reason? person needs to be referred for emergency (c) How urgent? assistance? 2. No 1. Emergency (right away) 2. Moderate priority 3. Low priority Notes 
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FL-Impact Evaluation: Follow-Up Questionnaire (English) PLEASE CHECK THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION CAREFULLY. IT SHOULD HELP YOU TO MAKE SURE YOU FOUND THE RIGHT PERSON. A1 



Market ID code 



|__| __| __| 



A2 



Respondent’s name 







A3 



Respondent’s phone number 







A4 



Unique respondent ID code (*copy from the respondent tracking sheet*) 



|__| __| __| __| __| __| __| (7-digit code) 



ONLY TO BE FILLED BY THE SUPERVISOR: B1 SUPERVISOR ID: |__|__| |__|__|__|__|__|__| B2 DATE: DD/MM//YYYY): _ _ /_ _/_ _ _ _ RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION DETAILS ARE CORRECT (CHECK WITH RESPONDENT TRACKING SHEET): B3 |__| yes |__| no à CHECK QUESTIONNAIRE AND ADD THE MISSING INFORMATION. SIGNATURE: _____________________________________________ 



ONLY TO BE FILLED BY THE DATA ENTRANT: C1 DATA ENTRANT ID: |__|__| |__|__|__|__|__|__| C2 NUMBER OF QUESTIONNAIRE ENTERED: __ __ __ C3 DATE OF DATA ENTRY (DD/MM//YYYY): _ _ /_ _/_ _ _ _ C4 TIME DATA ENTRY STARTED: _ _ : _ _ C5 TIME DATA ENTRY ENDED: _ _ : _ _ SIGNATURE: _____________________________________________ 
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FL-Impact Evaluation: Follow-Up Questionnaire (English) Q1: (a) Date of Interview: DD/MM/YYYY: |___|___|/|___|___|/|___|___|___|___| (b) Time of Interview: HH:MM: |___|___|:|___|___| Q2: Market ID Code: _ _ _ 







Q3: Respondent ID Code: _ _ (Rolling number) Q4: (a) Enumerator’s details (b) Supervisor’s details 



Name: 



ID Code: _____ 



Name: 



ID Code: _____ 



Q5: Location of interview: (a) District: _ _ 



(b) County: _ _ 



(c) Sub-county: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



(d) Town: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



(e) Parish: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



(f) Village/Neighborhood(88=N/A): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



(g) Urban=1, Rural=2: _ _ 







(h) Name of Market location: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 







Q6: Do not read: DOES THIS PERSON SEEM EMOTIONALLY AND MENTALLY CAPABLE OF COMPLETING THIS SURVEY? 



1. Yes 2. No, intoxicated 3. No, mentally impaired 4. No, other: _________________________________________________ If no, stop interview and refer the case to the survey supervisor 



Q7: Do not read: IS THE INTERVIEW BEING CONDUCTED WITH THE INTERVIEWEE ALONE (EXCEPTING SURVEY STAFF)? 



1. Yes 2. No à Politely ask to be allowed to interview the respondent alone. Stress that the interview is private and confidential. 



Q8: Do not read: ARE YOU SUSPICIOUS THAT THE PERSON THAT YOU ARE INTERVIEWING IS NOT THE ONE WE SOUGHT FOR AN INTERVIEW? 



0. No, not at all 1. A little suspicious à Explain 2. Very suspicious à Explain 



(b) WHY ARE YOU AT ALL SUSPICIOUS? _________________________________ 



1 DEMOGRAPHICS Q9: GENDER Q10: What is your tribe? ENTER THE CORRECT 2-DIGIT CODE IN THE SPACES AT FAR RIGHT. IF OTHER, WRITE TRIBE IN “OTHER” SPACE AND FILL 99 CODE 



01) BAAMBA 02) BABWISI 03) BAGANDA 04) BAKHONZO 05) BAKIGA 06) BASONGORA 07) BATORO 08) BATUKU 



Q11: How old are you? 



MODULE MALE-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 FEMALE----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 09) BANYAKOLE 10) BANYARWANDA 11) BANYOLE 12) BANYORO 13) CONGOLESE 14) IK (TEUSO) |___|___| 15) ITESO 16) RWANDESE 99) OTHER: ______________________________ 







|___|___| years 



Q12: What is your religion? PLEASE CIRCLE ONE 



01) Roman Catholic 02) Church of Uganda (Anglican) 03) Pentecostal 04) Muslim 99) Other Q13: What is the highest level you have 01) none completed in school? 02) P1 08) P7 14) S6 03) P2 09) S1 15) SOME TERTIARY INSTITUTE ENTER THE CORRECT 2-DIGIT CODE 04) P3 10) S2 16) COMPLETED TERTIARY INSTITUTE IN THE SPACES AT FAR RIGHT. 05) P4 11) S3 17) SOME UNIVERSITY 06) P5 12) S4 18) COMPLETED UNIVERSITY 07) P6 13) S5 19) MASTER’S OR PHD Q14: Can you read or write in any language? 1) Neither able to read or write 2) Able to read only PLEASE CIRCLE ONE 3) Able to read and write Q15: Have you received Financial Literacy training during our last visit? 







YES-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 NO -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 
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|___|___| 







Q16: How many children do you support, including those children who are not biologically yours? By “children” I mean those who are less than 18 years old. Q17: How many other people who are not children do you support? These are people who are at least 18 years old. Remember by “support” I mean you regularly give them financial assistance that they do not have to work for. 



2 DEPENDENCY PROFILE MODULE |___|___|children IF NONE (00) 



|___|___|people IF NONE (00) 



3 HOUSEHOLD PROFILE MODULE Read: Now I would like to know how many people are in your household. The household is defined as all of the people who normally live and eat their meals together in your home (this does not include visitors). Q18: 



How many people are in your household (including yourself)? 



Q19: 



Who do you usually stay with in your Household (excluding visitors)? 











READ OUT ALL RELATIONS. ENTER THE NUMBER(QUANTITY) OF EACH RELATION WHO THE RESPONDENT STAYS WITH. PROBE TO BE SURE YOU ARE ENTERING THE CORRECT NUMBER FOR EACH RELATION. ENTER “00” FOR ALL THOSE THAT DO NOT APPLY 



|___|___|people (a) OWN CHILDREN | _ _ | 



(l) YOUNGER SISTER | _ _ | 



(b) BIOLOGICAL MOTHER | _ _ | 



(m) YOUNGER BROTHER | _ _ | 



(c ) BIOLOGICAL FATHER | _ _ | 



(n) GRANDMOTHER | _ _ | 



(d) ADOPTIVE (LEGALLY) MOTHER | _ _ | 



(o) GRANDFATHER | _ _ | 



(e) ADOPTIVE (LEGALLY) FATHER | _ _ | 



(p) SPOUSE | _ _ | 



(f) STEP-MOTHER | _ _ | 



(q) MOTHER IN LAW | _ _ | 



(g) STEP-FATHER | _ _ | 



(r) FATHER IN LAW | _ _ | 



(h) AUNT | _ _ | 



(s) OTHER FAMILY MEMBER | _ _ | 



(i) UNCLE | _ _ | 



(t) OTHER NON-FAMILY MEMBER | _ _ | 



(j) OLDER SISTER | _ _ | (k) OLDER BROTHER | _ _ | 



Q20: 



So this means that including yourself, Yes, there are __ people staying in my household XX (add up numbers and add the If not, make corrections above and ask again respondent himself) people are staying at your place? 



Q21: 



How many people regularly contribute some money to the household (including yourself)? 



|___|___|people 
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Q22: Who contributes the most money to the household, in order to regularly meet the household’s basic needs? COMPLETE 22A IN COLUMN A (“CONTRIBUTER”) AT THE RIGHT FOR THIS PERSON 



Q23: Who is the head of the household? 







COMPLETE 23B IN COLUMN B (“HEAD”) AT THE RIGHT FOR THIS PERSON. IF THIS IS THE SAME PERSON AS 22A, ENTER THE SAME INFORMATION. 



Q24: What is the highest level of education [READ RESPONSE TO 22A, THEN REPEAT FOR 23B] has reached? 











01) RESPONDENT HIM/HERSELF 10) OLDER SISTER A 02) BIOLOGICAL MOTHER 11) OLDER BROTHER Contributer 03) BIOLOGICAL FATHER 12) YOUNGER SISTER 22A 04) ADOPTIVE MOTHER 13) YOUNGER BROTHER 05) ADOPTIVE FATHER 14) GRANDMOTHER |___|___| 06) STEP-MOTHER 15) GRANDFATHER 07) STEP-FATHER 16) SPOUSE 08) AUNT 99) OTHER 09) UNCLE __________________________________________________________ 01) RESPONDENT HIM/HERSELF 10) OLDER SISTER 02) BIOLOGICAL MOTHER 11) OLDER BROTHER 03) BIOLOGICAL FATHER 12) YOUNGER SISTER 04) ADOPTIVE MOTHER 13) YOUNGER BROTHER 05) ADOPTIVE FATHER 14) GRANDMOTHER 06) STEP-MOTHER 15) GRANDFATHER 07) STEP-FATHER 16) SPOUSE 08) AUNT 99) OTHER 09) UNCLE 



01) NONE 02) SOME PRIMARY 03) COMPLETED PRIMARY 04) SOME SECONDARY 05) COMPLETED SECONDARY (S6) 06) SOME TERTIARY INSTITUTE 



07) COMPLETED TERTIARY INSTITUTE 08) SOME UNIVERSITY 09) COMPLETED UNIVERSITY 10) MASTER’S OR PHD 







B Head 23B |___|___| 



24A 







24B 







98) DON’T KNOW |___|___| |___|___| ENTER THE CODE AT RIGHT FOR EACH PERSON. CHECK WITH ABOVE TO ENSURE YOU FILL THE CORRECT INFORMATION FOR THE CORRECT PRESON What is the MAIN 01) VENDING OF FOOD OR ITEMS AT THE MARKET 25A 25B way [READ 02) SUBSISTENCE FARMER/AGRICULTURE RESPONSE TO 03) COMMERCIAL FARMER/AGRICULTURE 22) RENTING LAND 22A 04) MAKING BRICKS FOR SALE 23) SMALL-SCALE RETAILER (SOMEONE WHO (Contributer), 05) MAKING CHARCOAL FOR SALE BUYS THINGS TO RESELL) – BUSINESS THEN REPEAT 06) COLLECTING FIREWOOD OR GRASS FOR ASSETS WORTH LESS THAN 100,000 UGX FOR SALE 24) LARGER-SCALE RETAILER (SOMEONE WHO 23B (Head)] gets 07) DIGGING IN SOMEONE ELSE’S GARDEN BUYS THINGS TO RESELL) – BUSINESS money? 08) TAKING CARE OF SOMEONE ELSE’S ASSETS WORTH MORE THAN 100,000UGX ANIMALS 25) NON-SALARIED (WAGE-EARNING FOR Q25: 09) TAKING CARE OF OWN ANIMALS HOURS WORKED) EMPLOYEE IN CHURCH 10) BREWING ALCOHOL/BEER 26) SALARIED EMPLOYEE IN CHURCH ENTER THE |___|___| |___|___| 11) MONEY-LENDING 27) OTHER WAGE EMPLOYMENT (CASUAL CORRECT 212) BODA-BODA/TAXI DRIVING LABOR – MONEY EARNED FOR HOURS DIGIT CODE AT 13) FISHING WORKED OR JOB COMPLETED) RIGHT FOR 14) QUARRYING 28) SALARIED EMPLOYEE IN A COMPANY OR EACH PERSON. 15) SMALL-SCALE VOCATION (EX. METAL- FIRM CHECK WITH WORK, CARPENTRY, SHOE-REPAIR, SEWING) 29) OTHER SMALL BUSINESS OWNER – ABOVE TO BUSINESS ASSETS VALUED AS LESS THAN 100,000UGX ENSURE YOU 16) SALOON (CUTTING, PLAITING HAIR) FILL THE 17) HEALTH OR NGO WORKER 30) OTHER LARGER BUSINESS OWNER – CORRECT BUSINESS ASSETS VALUED AS MORE THAN INFORMATION 18) SOLDIER/POLICEMAN 19) TEACHER OR OTHER PUBLIC SERVANT 100,000 UGX FOR THE CORRECT 20) POLITICAL POSITION 31) TRANSFERS FROM OTHER PEOPLE PRESON 21) WORK IN ANOTHER PERSON’S HOME (EX. 98) DON’T KNOW ASCARI, MAID) 99) OTHER: [SPECIFY IN RESPONSE SPACE] ____________________________________________________ 
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Q26: How many plots of land does your household own? 







PLEASE ONLY LIST PLOTS THAT YOU YOURSELF OR YOUR HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS OWN. REMEMBER, THE HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS ARE THE PEOPLE THAT NORMALLY LIVE AND EAT THEIR MEALS TOGETHER IN YOUR HOME. 



[____] number of plots 



Q27: Read: Now I want to ask you about the items owned by you and your household. I want to remind you that the purpose of this survey is not to provide assistance, so please respond fully and completely, as your answers will not affect any kind of benefits. How many of each of the following items do you and your household own? Read each asset off list and write number |__|__| a) Donkeys |__|__| p) Motor vehicle (car or truck) |__|__| ae) Car batteries |__|__| b) Oxen |__|__| q) Mobile phones |__|__| af) Generator |__|__| c) Cattle (excluding oxen) |__|__| r) Beds |__|__| ag) Sewing machines |__|__| d) Goats |__|__| s) Sofas |__|__| ah) Boat or canoe |__|__| e) Sheep |__|__| t) Chairs |__|__| ai) Radios |__|__| f) Pigs |__|__| u) Water-heaters |__|__| aj) Cassette or CD players |__|__| g) Chickens and Turkey |__|__| v) Tables |__|__| ak) Televisions |__|__| h) Ducks and Guinea fowls |__|__| w) Stools |__|__| al) Video cassette or DVD player |__|__| i) Doves and pigeons |__|__| x) Mattresses |__|__| am) Laptop or desktop computer |__|__| j) Hoes |__|__| y) Blankets |__|__| an) Wheelbarrow |__|__| k) Pangas |__|__| z) Kettle |__|__| ao) Speakers |__|__| l) Granary |__|__| aa) Iron |__|__| ap) Helmets |__|__| m) Bicycles |__|__| ab) Jerry cans |__|__| aq) Mirrors |__|__| n) Motorcycles |__|__| ac) Pots and pans |__|__| ar) Watches |__|__| o) Stoves |__|__| ad) Fans |__|__| as) Other (Specify in Q28 –for items that they feel are very important) Q28:If “Other” describe: 
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4 ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES MODULE Now I want to ask you about what work you did to earn money during the last 30 days. Please take a moment to think about what work you did to earn money in that time. Please tell me the activities that you got money from in these months. 



01) VENDING OF FOOD OR ITEMS AT THE MARKET 02) SUBSISTENCE FARMER/AGRICULTURE 03) COMMERCIAL FARMER/AGRICULTURE 



22) RENTING LAND 



04) MAKING BRICKS FOR SALE 05) MAKING CHARCOAL FOR SALE 



23) SMALL-SCALE RETAILER (SOMEONE WHO BUYS THINGS TO RESELL) – BUSINESS 



06) COLLECTING FIREWOOD OR GRASS FOR SALE 



ASSETS WORTH LESS THAN 100,000 UGX 24) LARGER-SCALE RETAILER (SOMEONE WHO 



07) DIGGING IN SOMEONE ELSE’S GARDEN BUYS THINGS TO RESELL) – BUSINESS 08) TAKING CARE OF SOMEONE ELSE’S ASSETS WORTH MORE THAN 100,000UGX ANIMALS 25) NON-SALARIED (WAGE-EARNING FOR 09) TAKING CARE OF OWN ANIMALS HOURS WORKED) EMPLOYEE IN CHURCH 10) BREWING ALCOHOL/BEER 26) SALARIED EMPLOYEE IN CHURCH 11) MONEY-LENDING 12) BODA-BODA/TAXI DRIVING 



27) OTHER WAGE EMPLOYMENT (CASUAL LABOR – MONEY EARNED FOR HOURS 



13) FISHING 14) QUARRYING 



WORKED OR JOB COMPLETED) 28) SALARIED EMPLOYEE IN A COMPANY OR 



15) SMALL-SCALE VOCATION (EX. METAL- FIRM WORK, CARPENTRY, SHOE-REPAIR, SEWING) 29) OTHER SMALL BUSINESS OWNER – BUSINESS 







16) SALOON (CUTTING, PLAITING HAIR) 17) HEALTH OR NGO WORKER 



ASSETS VALUED AS LESS THAN 100,000 UGX 30) OTHER LARGER BUSINESS OWNER – 



18) SOLDIER/POLICEMAN 19) TEACHER OR OTHER PUBLIC SERVANT 20) POLITICAL POSITION 



BUSINESS ASSETS VALUED AS MORE THAN 100,000 UGX 31) TRANSFERS FROM OTHER PEOPLE 



21) WORK IN ANOTHER PERSON’S HOME (EX. ASCARI, MAID) 



98) DON’T KNOW 99) OTHER: [SPECIFY IN RESPONSE SPACE] _______________________________________________ 







Q30: 



Q29: 



Q31: 



Q32: 



How much money did you get Regarding the money ACTIVITY for [ACTIVITY] in the last 30 days? your received for It’s okay to estimate. [ACTIVITY], was this a CODE normal month, a good FROM month (income above ABOVE DON’T KNOW = 98 the average) or a bad month (income below RESPONSE IN UGX the average)? 







1 



|_



2 



|_



3 



|_



4 



|_



5 



|_







A) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| B) C) A) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| B) C)



In which months did you do [ACTIVITY]? A) January B) February C) March D) April E) May CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY 



Q33: During the last 30 days, during how many days did you spend some time doing [ACTIVITY]? It is okay to estimate. 



normal month good month bad month 



A 



B 



C D E 







normal month good month bad month 



A 



B 



C D E 







A) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| B) C)



normal month good month bad month 



A 



B 



C D E 







A) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| B) C)



normal month good month bad month 



A 



B 



C D E 







| 



A) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| B) C)



normal month good month bad month 



A 



B 



C D E 







| 



|_



| 



|_



| 



|_



| 



|_



|_



Q34: Do you keep a log or record of expenses and revenues for any of your businesses? Q35: Have you formally registered any of your businesses with regulatory authorities? Q36: Do you pay any business taxes? 



1. Yes 0. No 1. Yes 0. No 1. Yes 0. No 
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HELP RESPONDENT ESTIMATE 



|_



|_



| days 



|_



|_



| days 



|_



|_



| days 



|_



|_



| days 



|_



|_



| days 







Q37: What is your main income-generating activity? [Record Activity using code from Q29] Q38: How satisfied are you with your main income generating activity [say activity from Q37]? Q39: In the last month, did you do any subsistence farming? 



|__ __ | (2-digit activity code from Q29) 1. Very satisfied 2. Somewhat satisfied 3. Somewhat unsatisfied 4. Very unsatisfied 1. Yes, every day 2. Yes, some days per week 3. Yes, once per week 4. Yes, once per month 5. No 







How much money did you get in total in the last month that you did not Q40: work for (for example as inheritance, gift, remittance, …) ? PROBE - ENCOURAGE |_ |,| | RESPONDENT TO ESTIMATE DON’T KNOW = -9,999,998 Read: Now I would like to ask you some questions related to your vending activities in the market. Q41: For how many years have you been vending food, __ __ years vegetables or other items on markets? Q42: For how many years have you been vending in this __ __ years particular market? 



Q43:Are you vending regularly on this market? 



Q44: Are you also vending items in another market? 



Q45: Please tell me the location of the markets on which you are vending most often. WRITE DOWN MARKET NAME AND LOCATION 



Q46: What type of items are you selling on the market? 



Q47: From your house, how long does it take you to get to this market? 







|



_|,|



|



|



|UGX 



1) Yes, whenever the market takes place. 2) Whenever I have something to sell. 3) I only rarely attend this market as a vendor. 1) Yes, more than once a week. 2) Yes, once a week. 3) Yes, once a month or more (but less often than once a week) 4) Yes, but less than once a month 5) No à go to Q46 1) Location of market attended most often as a vendor __________________________________________________ 2) Location of market attended second most often as a vendor __________________________________________________ 3) Location of market attended third most often as a vendor _________________________________________________ 1) Fresh food items 2) Cooked food items 3) Non-food items 4) Livestock 99) Other (Specify): _________________________________________________________ 1) Less than 30 minutes on foot. 2) More than 30 minutes on foot but less than 30 minutes by boda/motorvehicle. 3) More than 30 minutes by boda/motor-vehicle. 98) Don`t know 
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5 CONSUMPTION AND EXPENDITURES Now I am going to ask you some questions about the consumption of your household. First, for each one of the following food items, we want to know about consumption of the item that took place within your household. We are also not asking about expenditure, but rather we want you to value the actual amount that you and your household consumed in the past 7 days. For example, imagine that your household purchased a bag of rice 7 days ago for 4000 USH. If your household has not yet consumed any of it, then the consumption value of this rice would be 0. If your household has consumed half of the bag, then the consumption value would be 2000 USH. Your consumption calculation should also include items that were produced at home, or given to your household as gifts. 



Q48: In the past 7 days, did members of the household eat/drink [item] within the household? 1. Yes 0. No 











Q49: Did you buy this item or did you consume It from your own production (i.e garden, own field, own farm)? 



1. bought the item 2. produced the item myself 



Q50: How many days did the household consume [item] in the past 7 days? 



Q51: If you had to buy the exact amount of [item] consumed by your household in the past 7 days, how much would it cost? 



__ __ days 



_ _ _ _ _ _USH 



a) Cassava 











|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



b) Potatoes (sweet, irish, yams) 











|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



c) Rice d) Meat and chicken (beef, pork, goat, bush meat) e) Fish f) Eggs g) Posho h) Matooke i) Millet bread j) Palm Oil k) Sorghum flour l) Sliced bread and buns m) Beans and peas n) Porridge/Bushera o) Milk p) Fruits (bananas, apples, oranges, mangos, jackfruit, pineapple, etc.) q) Vegetables (tomatoes, onions, cabbage, dodo, avocado, popo etc.) r) Infant formula foods s) Oil/butter t) Sodas u) Ground nuts (in shell, pounded, pasted) v) Salt w) Sugar x) Tea y) Coffee z) Alcohol 



















|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 































|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 
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|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



Read: Now, I would like to know about outside consumption of food and drink. That is, I would like you to estimate, to the best of your knowledge, the value of the household’s consumption of the following goods that took place outside of the household. Please include gifts as well as purchases. 







Q52: Within the past 7 days, did the members of this household take any [item] outside the household? 1. Yes 0. No 



Q53: How many days did the household or any member spend on [item] in the past 7 days? 



Q54: What was the total value of [item] eaten/drunk outside of the household in the past 7 days? 



_ _ days _ _ _ _ _ USH a) Full meals (breakfast, lunch, or dinner) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| b) Snacks (chapati, chips, cassava, samosas…) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| c) Muchomo (chicken, goat, pork, beef) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| d) Sodas and juices |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| e) Arege (local liquor) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| f) Kwete (local beer) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| g) Wine, commercial beer and liquor |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| Q55: Now I will read you a list of items. For each item or expense, please tell me how much your household spent on the item in the past 4 weeks. Item USH a) Charcoal/coal |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| b) Firewood |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| c) Kerosene/paraffin |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| d) Other fuel |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| e) Matches, lighters, candles, lamp/stove wicks |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| f) Laundry soap, toilet soap |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| g) Cigarettes or tobacco |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| h) Airtime, internet, and phone-charging |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| i) Public transportation – bus, taxi fares, petrol, boda boda |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| j) Newspapers or magazines |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| k) Batteries |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| l) Personal care – toilet paper, toothpaste, hair products, razor, perfumes, lotions, make-up, beauty salons (exclude toilet/laundry soap) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| m) Sports, theaters, and other forms of entertainment |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| n) Expenses in hotels and other forms of lodging |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| o) Sports betting and other forms of gambling |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| Q56: Now I will read you another list of items. For each item or expense, please tell me how much your household spent on the item in the past 12 months. Item USH a) Clothes/shoes/material for adult males over the age of 18 |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| b) Clothes/shoes/material for adult females over the age of 18 |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| c) Clothes/shoes/material for boys under the age of 18 (excluding school |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| uniforms) d) Clothes/shoes/material for girls under the age of 18 (excluding school uniforms) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| e) Modern medical treatment and medicines |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| f) Traditional medical treatment and medicines |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| g) School fees |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| h) Other educational expenses (exercise books, pens, pencils, uniforms, maintenance, club fees, etc.) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| i) Cooking items/utensils, such as pots (except coal pot), pans, buckets, mortar, pepper grinder, grater, strainer, etc. |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| j) Donations to the church or mosque |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| k) Electricity |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| l) Water charges |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| m) Home improvements |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| n) Club membership fees (unions, Rotary, social clubs, traditional groupings) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| o) Payments to domestic servants (security guards, cleaner, laundry person) |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 
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Read: Thank you. Now I would like to ask you some general questions on how money issues are handled in your household. Please remember that your answers are strictly confidential and only used for research purposes. 







Q57: If someone has some money but wants to 



POCKET---------------------------------------------------------------------- 01 TIN WHERE HE/SHE STAYS---------------------------------------------- 02 HIDDEN AT HOME STAY (EX. IN MATTRESS) ----------------------- 03 IN A HOLE IN GARDEN---------------------------------------------------- 04 ROTATING SAVINGS CLUB (ROSCA) ---------------------------------- 05 SACCO------------------------------------------------------------------------ 06 GROUP ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK------------------------------ 07 INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK------------------------ 08 HAVE ANOTHER PERSON (E.G. A FRIEND, MY MOTHER) HOLD IT FOR HIM/HER----------------------------------------------------------- 09 BUY THINGS THAT HE/SHE CAN SELL IF HE NEEDS TO (SUCH AS A GOAT OR A BICYCLE) --------------------------------------10 



make sure he does not spend it, what is the best way for him to put it? CIRCLE ONE 



Q58: Are you involved in making decisions about how to use money in your household? 



READ ALL RESPONSE OPTIONS – CIRCLE ONE 







Yes, you make all financial decisions alone------------------------- 1 Yes, you are involved in all financial decisions in the household------------------------------------------------------------------- ---2 Yes, you are involved in SOME financial decisions, but not all-----3 No, you are not involved in financial decisions------------------- 4 



Read: Thank you. Now I would like to ask you about any groups in which you are involved. These include formal groups that have meetings, but also informal groups where you happen to meet with someone unannounced. Q59: How many community groups are you a __ __ groups currently a member of, participate in, interact with, or If zero, go to Q 63 volunteer for? Read: Now think about the group you are meeting with most often Q60: Are financial matters an important topic in your group meetings and activities? 



1. 2.



Often Sometimes 



3. 4.



Rarely Never 



Q61: How many times in the last 30 days have you discussed about money as a group in a meeting? 



[ _______ ] times DON’T KNOW: -98 



Q62: How many times in the last 30 days have you discussed personal money issues with another person who is in your group? This does not necessarily have to be for a group event, it could just be asking advice from a fellow group member about money issues. 



[ _______ ] times DON’T KNOW: -98 



6 BUDGETING MODULE Q63: 



Do you regularly keep track of how much money you spend? 



YES--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 NO -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 à TO Q 68 



Q64: 



How do you usually keep track of how much money you spend? 



Write it down ------------------------------------------------------------ 1 Someone else writes it down for you ------------------------------ 2 Make a mental plan ----------------------------------------------------- 3 Other: | __________________________________|---------- 9 



Q65: 



How many times in the last 6 months have you done this activity in order to keep track of the money you spend? 



Q66: 



READ ALL RESPONSE OPTIONS - CIRCLE ONE! 



HELP THE RESPONDENT ESTIMATE In the last 6 months, how many times has your plan failed, either because you got less money than you expected or because you had to spend more money than you expected? 



|_



|_



|times 



|_
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|_



|times IF 0 à TO Q68 



Q67: 



What did you do when your plan failed? 



Borrowed money -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 Sold something that you owned ------------------------------------------------------------------ 2 Found some other work to do in order to make more money --------------------------- 3 Spent less on the things that you did not need as much ----------------------------------- 4 Did nothing -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 Other | |----- 9 



READ ALL RESPONSE OPTIONS CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY! Q68: 



Do you keep separate records for your business 1. inflows and outflows and your personal finances? 2.



Q69: 



Which of the following are included in a budget? READ OUT ALL OPTIONS! CIRCLE ALL THAT THE RESPONDENT THINK IS INCLUDED 



Yes No A) B) C) D) E) F)



Expected income Last month's income Expected expenditure Last month's expenditure Planned savings I’m not sure 







7 PAYMENTS MODULE Q70: Have you ever made a payment using your mobile phone? 



1



Yes 2 no à Q74 



Q71: How often do you make payments using your mobile phone? 



___ times per month 



Q72: Why do you make payments using your mobile phone? 



1 required by partner/ receiver 







2 safety 



CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY 



3 convenience 4 all of above 99 Other 



Q73: In which context do you use your phone to make payments? CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY 



1 private / family 2 business 3 Both 99 Other 



8 INSURANCE MODULE Q74: Have you ever purchased an insurance product? 



1



Yes 2 No à Q 78 



Q75: Which kind of insurance product have you purchased? 



1.



Motor vehicle, 



2.



loan, 



3.



death/accident, 



4.



other (please specify) __________________________| 



Q76: Are you currently covered by any kind of insurance? 



1



Yes 2 No à Q 78 



Q77: If yes, which insurance? 



1.



Motor vehicle, 



2.



loan, 



3.



death/accident, 



4.



other (please specify) __________________________| 



10 FINANCIAL LITERACY MODULE ENUMERATOR, PLEASE READ OUT THE QUESTIONS AS THEY ARE WRITTEN AND CIRCLE THE ANSWER GIVEN BY THE PARTICIPANT. DO NOT ASSIST THE PARTICIPANT IN ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS AND DO NOT EXPLAIN WHAT THE CONCEPTS REFERED TO IN THE QUESTIONS MEAN. Q78: Suppose you borrow 100,000 UGX at an interest rate of 2% per month, with no repayment for 3 months. After 3 months, do you owe A) less than. 102,000 UGX, Y) DON’T KNOW B) exactly. 102,000 UGX , Z) REFUSE TO ANSWER C) or more than 102,000 UGX? (PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE) Q79: If you have UGX. 100,000 in a savings account earning 1% interest per annum, and prices for goods and services rise 2% over a 1-year period, can you buy A) more than, Y) DON’T KNOW A B C Y Z B) less than, Z) REFUSE TO ANSWER C)



or the same amount of goods in 1 year as you could today, with the money in the account?” 



(PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE) 
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Q80: Is it riskier to plant A) multiple crops or Y) DON’T KNOW B) one crop? Z) REFUSE TO ANSWER (PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE) Q81: Suppose you need to borrow. 500,000 UGX. Two people offer you a loan. Which loan represents a better deal for you? A) One loan requires you to pay back 600,000 UGX in 1 month. B) The second loan requires you to pay back in 1 month 500,000 UGX plus 15% interest. Y) DON’T KNOW Z) REFUSE TO ANSWER (PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE) Suppose you owe 3,000,000 UGX to a bank. Q82: You pay a minimum payment of 30,000 UGX each month. At an Annual Percentage Rate of 12% (or 1% per month), how many years would it take to eliminate debt if you took no additional loan? A) Less than 5 years Y) DON’T KNOW B) Between 5 and 10 years Z) REFUSE TO ANSWER C) Between 10 and 15 years; D) Never, you will continue to be in debt; (PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE) Q83: If you were offered a loan with 5% monthly interest rate and a loan with 20% annual interest rate, which loan would offer better value? A) 5% monthly interest rate Y) DON’T KNOW B) 20% annual interest rate Z) REFUSE TO ANSWER (PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE) 



11 NUMERACY MODULE READ: These next questions ask you to do some math in your mind. Remember that this is not a test, so it doesn’t matter if you are right or wrong! NOTE: FOR THE QUESTIONS 84 to 86 “A WHILE” MEANS ABOUT 10 SECONDS, BUT YOU DO NOT NEED TO KEEP TIME – JUST ESTIMATE WHETHER THE RESPONDENT TOOK MORE OR LESS THAN 10 SECONDS TO ANSWER. AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE, DO NOT ALLOW THE RESPONDENT TO CALCULATE USING PEN AND PAPER OR A CALCULATOR. Q84: What does 16 plus 12 equal? GIVES RIGHT ANSWER (28) QUICKLY --------------------------- 1 GIVES RIGHT ANSWER AFTER A WHILE ------------------------ 2 GIVES WRONG ANSWER: |_



|---------------------------------- 3 



DOES NOT TRY TO ANSWER ------------------------------------- 99 



Q85:



Imagine that five brothers are given a gift of 10,000 UGX. If the GIVES RIGHT ANSWER (2,000UGX) QUICKLY ---------------- 1 brothers have to share the money equally, how much does each GIVES RIGHT ANSWER AFTER A WHILE ------------------------ 2 one get? GIVES WRONG ANSWER: |_ |---------------------------------- 3 DOES NOT TRY TO ANSWER ------------------------------------- 99 



Q86:



Suppose you put 1,000 UGX into a free-of-charge savings GIVES RIGHT ANSWER (1,100UGX) QUICKLY ---------------- 1 account with a guaranteed interest rate of 10% per year. How GIVES RIGHT ANSWER AFTER A WHILE ------------------------ 2 much would be in the account at the end of the first year, once GIVES WRONG ANSWER: |_ |---------------------------------- 3 the interest payment is made? DOES NOT TRY TO ANSWER -------------------------------------99 



Q87:







A discount of 30,000 UGX _________ 1 If the same bicycle is on sale in two different shops at 200,000 shillings and one shop offers a discount of 30,000 shillings and A discount of 10% _______________ 2 the other shop offers a 10% discount: which one is the better Don’t know____________________ 99 bargain? Q88: If you have 4,800 UGX and friend gives you 5,800 UGX, how many __________________UGX UGX do you have? Don’t know_________ 99 



12 SAVING BEHAVIOR MODULE 



Q89: 







Do you have any money saved? Just to clarify, savings do not have to be deposited in an account or formal YES--------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 àTO Q91a institution, and they may or may not gain interest. They can be somewhere at NO ---------------------------------------------------------------------2 home, hidden in a safe place, or with a friend or family member. So there is no place where you are saving your money right now? 



HAS SAVINGS ------------------------------------------------------ 1 NO SAVINGS --------------------------------------------------------2 à TO Q105 



Q90: Q111: 
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4 |__| 



5 |__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 







3 |__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 







|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 







UGX 



2 |__| 



1 |__| 







Q93: How many weeks ago did you last put money in [...]? IF LESS THAN 1 WEEK = 0 











































# of # of MONTHS WEEKS 



Q92: Q91: b How much money do How many you have saved in months […]? ago did you first start saving in […]? IF LESS THAN 1 MONTH = 0 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 







|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



UGX 



Q94: How much money did you put in […] that time? REFERRING TO THE TIME IN Q93 



1 2 3 4 



1 2 3 4 



1 2 3 4 



1 2 3 4 



1 2 3 4 



CIRCLE ONE 



Q95: How often do you put money in […]? READ RESPONSE OPTIONS 1) Often 2) Sometimes 3) Rarely 4) Never 























# of WEEKS 



Q96: How many weeks ago did you last take money out of […]? WITHIN LAST WEEK = 0 NEVER = 99 àQ98 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 







|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



UGX 



Q97: How much money did you take out of […]? REFERRING TO THE TIME IN Q96 



Q99: Why do you choose […] to keep your money in? A) NO CLEAR REASON B) SAFETY/SECURITY C) EASY TO ACCESS D) DIFFICULT TO ACCESS SO WON’T SPEND E) NOT ENOUGH MONEY FOR FORMAL BANK ACCOUNT F) EARNS MONEY (E.G., INTEREST; ITEM WHICH CAN BE RESOLD FOR MORE) G) SOMEONE ELSE TOLD YOU TO H) FREE TO SAVE (NO CHARGES) Z) OTHER REASON CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY 



1 2 3 4 A B C D E F G H Z 



1 2 3 4 A B C D E F G H Z 



1 2 3 4 A B C D E F G H Z 



1 2 3 4 A B C D E F G H Z 



1 2 3 4 A B C D E F G H Z 



CIRCLE ONE 



Q98: How often do you take money out of […]? READ RESPONSE OPTIONS 1) Often 2) Sometimes 3) Rarely 4) Never 



A B C D E Z A B C D E Z A B C D E Z A B C D E Z 



1...0 1...0 1...0 



A B C D E Z 1...0 



1...0 



Q100: Q101: Are you What is your plan or saving up goal for what you will do money in with the money in […]? this place in order A) LARGE PURCHASE to (INCLUDING LAND AND achieve a BUILDING A HOUSE) certain B) SAVE FOR plan? EMERGENCIES C) USE TO INVEST OR PAY 1) Yes FOR SOMETHING THAT 0) No WILL EARN MORE If 1à MONEY NEXT D) EDUCATION COSTS ROW FOR SELF OR OTHER E) HEALTH-RELATED COSTS FOR SELF OR OTHER Z) OTHER CIRCLE CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY ONE 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 







|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



UGX 



Q102: How much money total do you want to save in order to achieve this plan or goal? DON`T KNOW = -99 



READ: I would like to know all of the ways and places you save money, and then I will ask you a couple more questions about each of these places or ways. Can you please tell me the places or ways that you save money right now? HAVE THE RESPONDENT LIST OFF THE PLACES WHERE HE/SHE HAS MONEY SAVED, IN ORDER FROM MOST TO LEAST MONEY. CODE THE LOCATIONS IN EACH ROW OF THE FIRST COLUMN ( Q91a “PLACE CODE”) IN THE BELOW TABLE ACCORDING TO THE BELOW CODES, THEN PROCEED WITH QUESTIONS 91b – 102 FOR EACH LOCATION. 01) POCKET 08) IN A GROUP ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK 02) IN A “LOCAL BANK”, BOX OR TIN AT HOME 09) IN AN INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK 03) HIDDEN AT HOME (EX. "IN MY MATTRESS") 10) ANOTHER PERSON (E.G. A FRIEND, MY MOTHER) HOLDS IT 04) IN A HOLE IN THE GARDEN 11) SAVES BY BUYING THINGS THAT CAN BE RESOLD (SUCH AS A GOAT OR A BICYCLE) 05) IN A ROTATING SAVINGS CLUB (ROSCA) 12) BY INVESTING IN MY BUSINESS 06) IN A SACCO 99) OTHER 07) IN A TELECOM COMPANY ACCOUNT (EX. MTN MOBILE MONEY, UTL M-SENTE, ZAIN ZAP) 



















READ: We are interested in learning more about market vendors’ savings behavior and access to financial services, so in this next section we will ask about where and how you save money. Please remember that this information is confidential – no one other than the researchers will see this information, and your name will not be connected to it. 











Q91:a Place CODE 
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Q103:







Q104:







O NOT READ: D CHECK QUESTION 91a: DID THE RESPONDENT LIST 8) "IN A GROUP ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK" OR 9) "IN AN INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK"? NLY ASK IF DID NOT LIST 8) "IN A O GROUP ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK" OR 9) "IN AN INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT AT A FORMAL BANK" FOR Q91a: Why do you choose not to have an account in a formal bank? 











YES------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 à TO Q 105 NO ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 















DO NOT PROBE. (SELECT ALL MENTIONED)) 



DOES NOT HAVE ENOUGH MONEY TO OPEN ACCOUNT------------------------------------- 1 BANK IS TOO FAR AWAY------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2 BANKS ARE NOT SAFE OR SECURE (E.G. MAY BE ROBBED, BURN DOWN) -------------- 3 BANKS ARE NOT TRUSTWORTHY------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 TOO MUCH WORK/TOO DIFFICULT TO OPEN ACCOUNT------------------------------------- 5 BANK FEES/CHARGES ARE TOO HIGH……………………………………………………………………….6 







Q105: Q106:



DOES NOT KNOW-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 98 13 BORROWING MODULE D o you think you could be able to borrow YES--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 100,000 UGX in case you want to? NO ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 àto 107 F rom where do you think it is most likely you FAMILY MEMBER OR FRIEND--------------------------------------------------------------------1 could borrow this money from? COMMERCIAL BANK--------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 SAVINGS GROUP ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 CHOOSE ONE MICROFINANCE AGENCY------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 MONEYLENDER-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 OTHER (specify)|__________________________________________________|99 



Q107:



D o you think you could be able to get a loan of 1 million UGX in case you want to? 



Q108:



F rom where do you think it is most likely for you to obtain such a loan? CHOOSE ONE 



YES-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 NO ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2à TO 109 FAMILY MEMBER OR FRIEND------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 COMMERCIAL BANK------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2 SAVINGS GROUP ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 MICROFINANCE AGENCY------------------------------------------------------------------------ 4 MONEYLENDER------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 5 OTHER (please specify) _____________________________________________ 99 



Q109:



I n the past 5 years, did it ever happen to you that you were late with any payment you owed (to a bank or moneylender or relative)? 



YES--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 NO ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 àTO 111 



Q110:



H ow often did it happen to you that you were late with a payment in the past 5 years? 



ONCE __________________ ___1 TWICE _____________________2 BETWEEN 3 AND 5 TIMES _____ 3 MORE THAN 5 TIMES _________ 4 



Q111:



H ave you ever applied for a loan and have been rejected? 



NEVER_________________0 ONCE _________________ 1 TWICE _________________2 BETWEEN 3 AND 5 TIMES __3 MORE THAN 5 TIMES _____ 4 



Q112:



I n general, how interested are you in financial matters? 1 …Not interested 2… interested 3… very interested 
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1 



2 



3 



4 



5 







Q114:























Q115: CODE OF SOURCE NAME OF SOURCE 1)Family member or friend 2) Other Market Vendor 3) Commercial bank 4) Savings group 5) Microfinance agency 6) Moneylender 7) Workplace 9) Other ENTER ONE 























# of MONTHS 



Q116: How many months ago did you last borrow from [...]? IF LESS THAN 1 month = 0 DON’T KNOW= 99 







|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 











|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 











|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 















|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



UGX 



Q118: How much money do you still need to pay back? 



UGX 



Q117: How much money did you borrow from […]? DON’T KNOW= -99 



COMPLETE TABLE BELOW FOR EACH SOURCE OF LOAN 



Please list all of the people or places you borrowed a lot of money from in the past 6 months? 



1 2 



1 2 



1 2 



1 2 



1 2 



CIRCLE ONE 



Q119: Did you or will you have to pay back more money than you borrowed? 1) Yes 2) No à to Q 124 



Q113: In the past 6 months, have you borrowed money that you are or will be expected to pay back? 



1 2 



1 2 



1 2 



1 2 



1 2 



CIRCLE ONE 



Q120: For the extra money you will have to pay, do you know the interest rate or do you know the actual amount you have to pay? 1) Interestà next Q121 2 )Extra amount à to Q123 



























% 



Q121: What is the interest rate you paid on the money you borrowed? 



1 2 3 4 5 



1 2 3 4 5 



1 2 3 4 5 



1 2 3 4 5 



1 2 3 4 5 



CIRCLE ONE 



Q122: Is this interest rate per year, month, week or day? 1) Year 2) Month 3) Week 4) Day 5) Other à to Q124 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 







|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 







|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 







|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 







1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 



CIRCLE ONE 



UGX |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



Q124: What is the main thing you used the money for? 1) Pay for emergency 2) invest in own business or farm 3) Pay primary or secondary school fees for self 4) Pay primary or secondary school fees for other person 5) Pay for university 6) Invest in other’s business or farm 7) Buying non-essential things (luxury or enjoyment) 5) Basic needs (food, shelter or preventative medical costs) 9) Other 



Q123: What is the extra amount of money you will have to pay on top of what you borrowed? 



NO ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 02 à TO Q125 



YES-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 01 



READ: Now I would like to ask you some questions about lending and borrowing money. First let’s discuss money that you borrowed, also known as loans. We define loans as money you received that you have to repay. Loans can come from a formal source such as a bank or microfinance institution, or from an informal source such as a friend, relative, money lender or local savings group. 







































14 LENDING MODULE Q125: In the past 6 months, have you given a loan to anybody, with the expectation that they pay you back? 







YES--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 NO -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2à TO Q133 



Please list all of the people you lent money to in the past 6 months 







COMPLETE TABLE BELOW FOR EACH BORROWER 



Q126:



BORROWER NAME 







Q127: BORROWER CODE 















1 



Q128: How much did you lend to this person? 







1) Family member or friend 2) Client/customer 9) Other 







CIRCLE ONE 1 



2 



9 



2 



1 



2 



9 



3 



1 



2 



9 



4 



1 



2 



9 



5 



1 



2 



9 



UGX 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



Q129: Q130: Q131: How Did they or will What interest they pay back rate will they many months ago more money have to pay did you than they back to you? lend money borrowed? DO NOT PROBE to […]? OR HELP THE 1) Yes WITHIN 2) No TO Q132 RESPONDENT LAST CALCULATE MONTH DON’T KNOW = = 0 998 DON’T KNOW CIRCLE ONE = 98 % 1 2 |_ | 



Q132: How much money are you still waiting to receive back? 



DON’T KNOW = 998 



UGX 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 







|_



| 



|_



| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|_



| 



|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



|_



| 







|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| |__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



1 



2 







1 



2 







1 



2 







|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



1 



2 







|__|,|__|__|__|,|__|__|__| 



15 ACCESS TO LUMP SUM MODULE Read: Thanks again for your time! Next I’d like to ask a couple questions about times you’ve had to spend a large amount of money Q133:







Q134: Q135:



ow many months ago was the last time you had an H emergency that required for you to pay your own money (such as a burial, a fire or a family member or friend falling sick)? 











|_



WITHIN THE PAST MONTH = 00 NEVER = 99 ow much did you have to pay? H



|_



|months 



IF NEVER (99) à TO Q 136 







|_ |_ |,| | _| |,| | | _|UGX here did you get the money from that you used to pay for BORROWED------------------------------------------------------------- A W that emergency? USED SAVINGS--------------------------------------------------------- B SOLD SOMETHING OF YOURS-------------------------------------- C MARK ALL THAT APPLY GIVEN MONEY BY ANOTHER PERSON---------------------------- D OTHER: | _|--- Z 



Q136:



ow many months ago was the last time you purchased H something that cost a lot of money? 







Q137:







|_



WITHIN THE PAST MONTH = 00 NEVER = 99 ow much did it cost? H



Q138:







W here did you get the money from that you used to pay for that thing? 



MARK ALL THAT APPLY 



|_



|months 



IF NEVER (99) à TO Q139 







|_



|_



|,|



|



_|



|,|



|



|



_|UGX 



BORROWED------------------------------------------------------------- A USED SAVINGS--------------------------------------------------------- B SOLD SOMETHING OF YOURS-------------------------------------- C GIVEN MONEY BY ANOTHER PERSON---------------------------- D OTHER: | |--- Z 
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16 INVESTMENT BEHAVIOR MODULE 



Q139:



How much of your own money did you spend on investments in business in order to try to make profits in the past 6 months? It is okay to estimate. PROBE. EMPHASIZE THAT YOU WANT TO KNOW TOTAL FOR ALL 6 MONTHS DON’T KNOW = -99 



Q140:



How did you get most of the money for these businessrelated expenses? READ ALL RESPONSE OPTIONS CIRCLE ONLY ONE!!! 



|_



|_



|,|



|



_|



|,|



|



|



_|UGX 



Borrowed from somewhere that you will have to pay more money back to -- 1 Borrowed from somewhere that you will have to pay the same amount of money back to ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 Given money from someone else ------------------------------------- --------------- --3 Did some additional work ---------------------------------------------------------------- 4 Money you already had/ savings ------------------------------------------------------- 5 Sold something that you owned ------------------------------------------------------- 6 Other (specify) ________________________________________________8 



17 BIAS AND PREFERENCES MODULE Read: Now I would like to ask you a few questions about your behaviors and preferences. I will read out a few questions to you. Read: For these next 2 questions, please answer either: often, sometimes, rarely or never. Again remember there is no right or wrong answer! Q141:



If you get money, do you tend to spend it too quickly? 



OFTEN--------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 SOMETIMES ------------------------------------------------------------- 2 RARELY-------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 



NEVER--------------------------------------------------------------------- 4à TO Q143 Do you therefore put most of your money into a safe place OFTEN--------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 in order to avoid spending it too quickly? SOMETIMES ------------------------------------------------------------- 2 



Q142:



RARELY-------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 NEVER--------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 



Q143: Are you generally a person who is fully prepared to take 0 1 risks or do you try to avoid taking risk? (Please choose a number on a scale from 0 to 10) (try to avoid risk) 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



Q144: Attitudes towards risk change in different situations. 0 1 When thinking about investing and borrowing, are you a person who if fully prepared to take risks or do you try to (try to avoid risk) avoid taking risk? (Please choose a number on a scale from 0 to 10) 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



























































(Fully prepared to take risk) 







8 



Q146: 



S uppose you have some money to do business, and you have the choice between two options: Option A: A business that can give a lot of profit every month, but there is a chance you can lose your money anytime. Option B: A business with less profit every month, but you can't lose your money. 



|__|__|__|,|__|__|__|UGX 











OPTION A---------------------------------------------------------------- 1 OPTION B---------------------------------------------------------------- 2 NO PREFERENCE-------------------------------------------------------- 3 DON'T KNOW----------------------------------------------------------- 98 



Which option would you choose? 



18 GiZ AND BoU-MODULE Q147:



Do you think the following statements are true or false? 



a)



If someone buys livestock, it is only an investment if that person intends to obtain future income from it. 







True _____ 1 False _____ 2 
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10 



(Fully prepared to take risk) 



Read: Thank you. For the next two questions, you will be asked which of two options you prefer more. 



Q145: Imagine you just won 100 000 UGX in a lottery and you can invest this money in a business. There is a 50 % chance that the business is successful. If the business is successful you double the amount invested after one year. If it is not successful you will lose half the amount you invested. What fraction of the 100 000 UGX would you invest in the business?



9 



b) 



When you buy on credit the goods end up being more expensive than they would be if bought on cash. 



Q148: a) 



How safe do you consider the following places for saving money? Regulated Financial Institutions (Banks, MDIs, Credit Not safe _________ 1 Institutions) Somewhat safe ____ 2 Very safe _________ 3 Don’t know _______ 99 SACCO Not safe _________ 1 Somewhat safe ____ 2 Very safe _________ 3 Don’t know _______ 99 VSLA Not safe _________ 1 Somewhat safe ____ 2 Very safe _________ 3 Don’t know _______ 99 At home Not safe _________ 1 Somewhat safe ____ 2 Very safe _________ 3 Don’t know _______ 99 Under which of the following circumstances would you a) No clear plan of how the money will be used consider a loan as bad? b) No plan on how the money will be paid back c) The money is used for the intended purpose PROBE ALL ANSWERS! d) The money is used for paying back another debt e) The money is used for luxuries CIRCLE ALL THAT THE RESPONDENT THINKS APPLIES f) The money is used for every-day expenses g) The money is used for productive investment h) Borrowing because others are borrowing If you were offered a loan but you were not sure what you Yes ______ 1 would use it for, would you still take it? No _______ 0 Don’t know _ 99 In case you are dissatisfied with a financial service Yes ______ 1 provider and you complain, do you think that No _______ 0 the financial service provider is more powerful than you, Don’t know _ 99 and that the complaint will therefore not lead to anything? Please tell me how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements, which other people have made about taking out financial products 



b) 



c) 



d) 



Q149:



Q150:



Q151:



Q152: a) 



I am confident enough to approach a bank and ask questions to learn more about their products. 



b) 



I am confident that among a range of loans offered by different banks, I can choose the loan that best suits my specific needs. 



Q153:



True _____ 1 False _____ 2 



Disagree strongly ___ 1 Tend to agree ______ 2 Agree strongly ______ 3 Don’t know _________ 99 Disagree strongly ___ 1 Tend to agree ______ 2 Agree strongly ______ 3 Don’t know _________ 99 I considered several products from different companies before making my decision ______________________________________________ 1 I considered the various products from one company __________ 2 I didn’t consider any other products at all ____________________ 3 I looked around but there were no other products to consider ___ 4 



Which of the following statements best describes how you last chose a financial product (loan, account, policy…)? CHOOSE ONE!!! Have you heard of any of the following financial products? If so, do you currently hold or use any of these types of products (personally or jointly)? Q154:



Bank loan 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q155:







Microfinance loan 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q156:







Mortgage 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q157:







Savings account 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Q158:







Current account 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 
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Q159:







Q160:







Q161:







Q162:







Q163:







Q164:







Q165:







Q166:







Q167:







Q168:







Fixed deposit account 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Overdraft 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Pension fund 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Insurance 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Cheque book 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Credit card 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



ATM card / debit card 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Mobile money account 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Cell phone banking (with a bank account) 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 



Money transfer services (Western Union, Money Gram) 



a) Heard of it Yes:1 No: 0 



b) Hold or use it Yes:1 No: 0 











19 PARTICIPATION IN OTHER PROGRAMS Read: Now I want us to talk about programs that you or your community received in the past from CBOs, NGOS or the government.. Q169: Aside from our visit, did you receive help from 1. Yes any other program since we last visited you? 0. No → Q173 Q170: What was the program? 1. Government 2. NGO 3. CBO 96. Other Q171: Fill in the name of the program: |______________________________________________________________| Q172: What did you receive? a. Cash d. Medical aid b. Training e. Other c. Counseling Q173: Have you heard about the national strategy for 1. yes financial literacy in Uganda? 0. no Q174: Have you ever seen TV-ads or ads in newspapers 1. yes by the Bank of Uganda concerning issues on money 0. noà Q176 management? Q175: From your memory, how often have you seen __times these TV or newspaper-ads? Q176: Have you ever seen TV-ads or ads in newspapers 1. yes by other private institutions concerning issues on personal 0. no àQ178 money management? Q177: From your memory, how often have you seen __times these TV or newspaper-ads? 
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20 RISK -PREFERENCES MODULE Read: We are almost done with the interview, and we appreciate your patience. In these last few questions, we will play a fun exercise that will involve potential payouts with real money. One of these questions will be chosen to be actually be paid at the end of our session, so be careful about which option you choose for each question, since that one might be chosen for you to play to receive money, and if so you will not be able to change your answer! In this activity, we will ask you two types of questions in which you choose between different options. In the first questions, you will be asked to choose between games of zala in which you can win different amounts of money. Zala (or labyeka) is a child’s activity some of you may remember. In the activity, I have a stone in one hand, and you do not know which hand. You must then guess the hand with the stone. If you guess correctly, you win. If you do not guess correctly, you lose. You will receive money based on your answers to 1 randomly selected question in the following exercise. Take care in the choices you make for all questions, because once you have answered all of the questions, we will reveal which question has been randomly selected to be performed with real money. We will then use the responses you have selected for those questions to determine the actual payment. You will not be able to change your responses once we reveal which questions have been selected. This is not our personal money. Rather, it is money given to us by the research organization, to do this activity in order to better understand your preferences. Do you have any questions before we proceed? ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS. Q178: (1) Imagine you have a choice between the following two options: OPTION A------------------------ 1 Option A: You can receive 900 USH for sure OPTION B------------------------- 2 Option B: We play zala. If you win you get 1,500 USH. If you lose, NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 you get 500 USH. DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 Which option do you choose? Q179: (2) Now imagine you have a choice between the following two OPTION A------------------------ 1 options: OPTION B------------------------- 2 Option A: You can receive 600 USH for sure NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 Option B: We play zala. If you win you get 1,500 USH. If you lose, DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 you get 500 USH. Which option do you choose? Q180: (3) Now imagine you have a choice between the following two OPTION A------------------------ 1 options: OPTION B------------------------- 2 Option A: You can receive 1,200 USH for sure NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 Option B: We play zala. If you win you get 1,500 USH. If you lose, DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 you get 500 USH. Which option do you choose? Q181: (4) Now imagine you have a choice between playing two different GAME 1------------------------ 1 games of zala. GAME 2------------------------- 2 Game 1: We play zala. If you win, you get 3,000 Shillings. If you NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 lose, you get 2000 DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 Shillings. Game 2: We play zala. If you win, you get 5,000 Shillings. If you lose, you get 1000 Shillings. Which game would you choose to play? Q182: (5) Now imagine you have a choice between playing two different GAME 1------------------------ 1 games of zala. GAME 2------------------------- 2 Game 1: We play zala. If you win, you get 2,000 Shillings. If you NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 lose, you get 1500 DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 Shillings. Game 2: We play zala. If you win, you get 5,000 Shillings. If you lose, you get 1000 Shillings. Which game would you choose to play? Q183: (6) Now imagine you have a choice between playing two different GAME 1------------------------ 1 games of zala. GAME 2------------------------- 2 Game 1: We play zala. If you win, you get 3,000 Shillings. If you NO PREFERENCE---------------- 3 lose, you get 2000 DON'T KNOW-------------------- 8 Shillings. Game 2: We play zala. If you win, you get 5,000 Shillings. If you lose, you get 0 Shillings. Which game would you choose to play? Read: Thank you very much for your participation. Now we are going to play one of the games above for real money. Which of the games we play is determined randomly by throwing a dice. ENUMERATOR: THROW A DICE (ONLY ONCE!). THE NUMBER ON THE DICE INDICATES WHICH OF THE 6 GAMES ABOVE (MARKED WITH (1) TO (6) AT THE BEGINNING OF THE QUESTION WILL BE PLAYED. WRITE DOWN WHICH GAME WAS CHOSEN BELOW AT Q184 (NUMBER ON DICE). THEN CHECK WHICH OPTION OR GAME THE PARTICIPANT CHOSE FOR THIS QUESTION. IF THE PARTICIPANT CHOSE THE SURE AMOUNT, TELL HIM THAT HE CHOSE THE SURE AMOUNT AND WRITE DOWN THE AMOUNT IN THE FIELD BELOW (Q185). IF THE PARTICIPANT CHOSE THE GAME, TELL HIM THAT YOU ARE GOING TO PLAY A ROUND OF ZALA/ LABYEKA NOW. THEN PLAY ONE ROUND (AND ONLY ONE - DO NOT REPEAT THE GAME!) IF THE PARTICIPANT WINS, CHECK IN THE DESCRIPTION OF THE GAME ABOVE HOW MUCH HE 
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WINS, TELL HIM HOW MUCH IT IS AND WRITE DOWN THE AMOUNT HE WINS BELOW. IF HE LOSES, CHECK HOW MUCH MONEY THE PARTICIPANT RECEIVES IN THE DESCRIPTION OF THE GAME ABOVE, TELL THE PARTICIPANT HOW MUCH HE RECEIVES AND WRITE DOWN THE AMOUNT BELOW. IF THE RESPONDENT CHOSE “NO PREFERENCE”, ROLE THE DICE AGAIN ONCE. IF THE DICE SHOWS NUMBER 1,2 OR 3, PLAY OPTION A OF THE GAME AS DESCRIBED ABOVE. IF THE DICE SHOWS NUMBER 4, 5 OR 6, PLAY OPTION B OF THE GAME AS JUST DESCRIBED ABOVE. Q184: Number on the dice _____ Q185:



Payment amount: 



__ __ __ __ USH 



21. RESPONDENT TRACKING INFORMATION MODULE Remember we would like to conduct a similar survey with you about three/four months from now. At that time, you will again be free to decide you do not want to participate in the survey. We’d like to ask you some information about yourself and people you know so that we will be able to find when we return. Q186: Q What is your surname? WRITE IN CLEAR BLOCK LETTERS, Q187: CHECK SPELLING What is your first name? CLEAR BLOCK LETTERS, CHECK SPELLING Q188: What is your other name? IF NO OTHER NAME, LEAVE BLANK Q189: What is your address? 







|_



| 



|_



_| 



|_



_| 















|_



_| 



Q190: What is the name of the village where |_ you usually Q191: stay? What is this 



_| 



village’s subcounty? 



|_



_| 



|_



_| 







Q192: What is this village’s parish? 







Q193: What is/are your phone numbers? PHONE 1 







Q194: PHONE 2 







Q195: PHONE 3 















Q196: Is there some way to describe where you live? (For example, near the old Catholic church or under the large mango tree on the hill) 



0|



|



|



| - |_



|_



|_



|



|_



|_



|



0|



|



|



| - |_



|_



|_



|



|_



|_



|



0|



|



|



| - |_



|_



|_



|



|_



|___|







What are the names and contact information of two people who will likely know where you are that we can contact for information on next visit? 



CONTACT 1 NAME 



|_



_| 



Q198: CONTACT 1 RELATIONSHIP TO |_ RESPONDENT Q199: CONTACT 1 PHONE NUMBER 







Q200:







CONTACT 1 ADDRESS 



_| 



0|



|_



|_



| - |_



|_



|_



|



|_



|_



|



|_



_| 











CONTACT 1 



Q197:
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Q201: CONTACT 2 |_ NAME Q202: CONTACT 2 RELATIONSHIP TO |_ RESPONDENT 







Q204: 







0|



|



|



| - |_



|_



|_



|



|_



|_



|



|_



_| 







CONTACT 2 ADDRESS 



_| 



CONTACT 2 



Q203: CONTACT 2 PHONE NUMBER 



_| 



Read the following conclusion: We are now finished with the interview. Thank you very much for your time. The results of this survey will help interested parties understand how to better design decentralized development programs. Do you have any questions for me before I Briefly answer any questions that the respondent asks, then complete the rest of the leave? survey once the respondent has left. Q205: Time interview ends HH:MM: |___|___|:|___|___| AM/PM Q206: Result codes (CIRCLE ONE): 01. Completed 04. Partly completed 02. Postponed 05. Incapacitated 03. Refused 06. Other____________ Q207: Do not read: ARE YOU SUSPICIOUS THAT 1. No, completely sober THIS PERSON WAS INTOXICATED DURING THIS 2. A little bit intoxicated INTERVIEW? 3. Somewhat intoxicated 4. Totally intoxicated Q208: Do not read: HOW DID THIS PERSON’S THOUGHT PROCESS APPEAR TO YOU DURING THE SURVEY? Q209: Do not read: (a) Do you feel that this person needs to be referred for emergency assistance? 



1. Logical and sensible 2. A little unclear or confused 3. Several times unclear or insensible 4. Totally unclear or disoriented 1. Yes à Explain in part b and c 2. No 



Notes 
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(b) For what reason? (c) How urgent? 1. Emergency (right away) 2. Moderate priority 3. Low priority 



Part II: Research on economic and social science education
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(iii) Financial knowledge among future economics teachers – Results from a recent survey Tim Kaiser and Vera Kirchner Published in: Zeitschrift für Berufs- und Wirtschaftspädagogik⇤



Abstract Despite the increasing popularity of research on teacher professionalism in general, only few studies have examined specific professional knowledge among (prospective) teachers in economics. This study investigates the financial knowledge among prospective economics teachers in a novel survey employing the financial knowledge scale (Knoll and Houts 2012). The results indicate, that the respondents could – on average – solve 65.2% of the financial knowledge items correctly, but exhibit shortcomings in the content areas of investing and credit and borrowing. At the same time, we find a gap in subjective and objective financial knowledge (r = 0.15, p < 0.05), indicating poor abilities of selfassessment in our sample of future teachers. Multivariate analysis identifies gender as a predictor of financial knowledge where female respondents show test scores 5% lower than their male counterparts. This gender gap appears to be especially evident with regard to items that measure knowledge in the content areas of inflation and the minimization of risk through diversification. The results highlight the importance of further research in the area of teacher professionalism in economics and suggest the implementation of specific learning opportunities with regard to financial education in the context of teacher-training. Keywords: financial literacy, financial knowledge, teacher professionalism September 07, 2015



⇤ http://elibrary.steiner-verlag.de/das-finanzwissen-angehender-wirtschaftslehrpersonen-ergebnisseeines-aktuellen-surveys.html
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(iv) Student conceptions of regulatory policy issues – Results from a phenomenographic study Franziska Birke, Tim Kaiser, and Andreas Lutter ‡ Published in: Journal for Didactics of Social Sciences (ZDG)†



Abstract Being capable of thinking about and reflecting on economic systems and regulatory policies is a central aim of civic and economic education. In order to participate in the shaping of the social market economy in Germany it is necessary to deliberate about the balance of economic freedom and economic security through the provision of social protection aids. Active citizens are required to be capable of identifying and valuing conflicting societal goals and consequently of choosing between a set of competing regulatory policies. Against this backdrop the lack of empirical evidence regarding power of political judgment in reference to questions of regulatory policy is unfortunate. This paper reports on the methodological approach to and results from an explorative phenomenographic study on students political and economic reasoning. Our results show that students’ answers to questions on regulatory policies can be categorized into six qualitatively distinct conceptions. Generally this empirical evidence suggests that students’ views, reasoning and judgment on the choice of regulatory policies are often mono-perspectivistic and based upon unreflected ontological presuppositions. Keywords: Conceptual change, social science education, economics education, phenomenography April 15, 2015



‡ Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Guy Durden and Günther Seeber for valuable comments. Financial support by the Joachim Herz Stifung is gratefully achknowledged. † http://www.wochenschau-verlag.de/ordnung-1525.html
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